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Progressives are taking Supreme Court reform seriously for the first time in almost a century. Owing to the rise of the political and academic left following the 2008 financial crisis and the hotly contested appointments of Justices Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh, progressives increasingly view the Supreme Court as posing a serious challenge to the successful implementation of ambitious legislation. Amy Coney Barrett’s confirmation to take Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s seat after her death in fall 2020 brought these once-marginal concerns to the forefront of American political debate, prompting a promise from now-President Joseph Biden, on the eve of his election, to form a national commission for court reform.

Despite this once-in-a-lifetime energy around the idea of court reform, the popular and academic discussion of how to reform the Supreme Court has been unduly constrained. Even if the commission proves to be a ploy to postpone reform, it is crucial to clarify the debate around possible ends and means of reform, for the debate is unlikely to die out. This is the case with regard to the mechanism and the purpose of reform alike. On the left, historical memory has limited debate almost entirely to “court-packing.” Meanwhile, the center has occupied itself with how to restore the Supreme Court’s legitimacy by rescuing the institution from its regrettable slide into partisanship. And now, as the Court appears to moderate itself in an effort to preempt legislative reform of the institution, the concern is that progressives will drop their demands for change, satisfied with a few modest judicial concessions.
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This Article aims to keep the discussion of court reform alive for more propitious circumstances and, just as importantly, to significantly expand its bounds. It does so, first, by urging progressives to reject the legitimacy frame of the issue, which treats the problem with the Supreme Court as one of politicization, in favor of an openly progressive frame in which the question is how to enable democracy within our constitutional scheme.

Second, the Article introduces a distinction between two fundamentally different mechanisms of reform. The first type of reform, which we call personnel reforms, includes both aggressive proposals like court-packing and more modest (or politically moderate) reforms such as partisan balance requirements or panel systems. All of these reforms take for granted the tremendous power the Supreme Court wields. What these proposals do is change the partisan or ideological character of the individuals who wield it. The second type of reform, which we call disempowering reforms, includes proposals like jurisdiction stripping and a supermajority requirement for judicial review. These reforms take power away from the Court and redirect it to the political branches instead. As we argue, personnel reforms are mostly addressed to the legitimacy frame that progressives would do well to reject. More still, to the extent such reforms advance progressive ends, they do so only contingently and threaten to do as much harm as good over time. By contrast, disempowering reforms, we argue, advance progressive values systematically. While such reforms would not guarantee advances in social democracy, they would ensure that the battle for such advances takes place in the democratic arena. For progressives, this is where such reforms have to occur now—and should occur if they take place anywhere.
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INTRODUCTION

On September 18, 2020, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg died. Less than two months later, on the eve of the presidential election he would win, and after recriminations around the liberal Ginsburg’s replacement by right-wing jurist Amy Coney Barrett, Joseph Biden promised to create a bipartisan commission to contemplate reform of a Supreme Court now “out of whack.”

Calls for such reform had already begun percolating in the prior half decade in response to the obstruction of President Barack Obama’s nomination of Judge Merrick Garland to replace Justice Antonin Scalia in 2015. President Donald Trump’s appointments during his term of Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh to seats on the highest bench then furthered such calls for reform. But the events after Ginsburg’s death created the conditions for an expert and public discussion about the Supreme Court’s institutional viability without parallel since the 1920s and 1930s. It is likely that Biden’s proposal of the commission was a punt and that its work will come to naught. But progressives remain wary of a Supreme Court with a 6-3 majority. Given even mainstream legislative ambitions and the threat the Supreme Court poses through the power of interpretive fiat across the spectrum of legal disputes, the return of the reform debate to political centrality is not a matter of if, but of when.

Yet the debate about how to conceptualize and therefore to pursue reform has barely begun. Though only in early stages, and waiting for different circumstances for mobilization and legislation, our era’s discussion now risks brevity and error. Since 2016, historical memories have favored “court-packing” or personnel expansion of the institution as practically the only imaginable reform. Meanwhile, the end of the Supreme Court’s 2019 term in July 2020...

3. For example, in winter 2019, Ian Millhiser, now Vox’s Supreme Court reporter and author of a book detailing the right-wing decision-making of the Supreme Court for decades, wrote a defense...
strongly indicated that the explosive possibilities of reform have already begun to affect judicial behavior. Even as the court reform discussion no longer occupies center stage in American political debate, the big risk is that progressives will fail to further clarify options, either because of quick settlement on one kind of reform or the complacent relief of a few non-disastrous outcomes. But an emergency that breeds mistakes could require them to choose.

The basic purpose of this Article is to counteract this risk. It reconsiders the criteria of reform, not with the assumption that the goal is relegitimizing the Supreme Court, but with the necessity of progressive transformation of the country in mind. What conditions would the country have to obtain for that political development to occur is the question that matters, and answers about the Supreme Court follow from it. In reaching those answers, progressives should ignore criteria that preserve national stasis, which they understandably reject, and avoid old errors in their relationship to judicial power, which they tried at their last moment of political opportunity in the 1930s.

This Article engages in a more serious comparison and contrast of the widest range of imaginable statutory reforms under our current constitutional regime. These include balancing the Supreme Court between parties, turning to expert or merit selection, using lotteries to compose decision-making panels from larger pools, passing jurisdiction-stripping statutes (potentially ones introducing alternative executive branch adjudication), institutionalizing higher voting thresholds for judicial decisions, or opening the possibility of their legislative override—by classifying them according to the ends they might advance. Our fundamental goal is to gain clarity on the disparate ends of reform and to offer a fundamental distinction among two kinds of imaginable means. Canvassing criteria for reform more explicitly than in prior scholarship, the Article also distinguishes between two fundamentally different reform options: mechanisms that alter personnel and mechanisms that disempower the institution. Deprivileging court-packing, while also avoiding the elaboration of some uniquely virtuous alternative, our proposal is that examination of two very different basic models of Supreme Court reform is the most essential task for the moment.


5. For feasibility reasons detailed infra, Part IV(b)(1), this Article surveys statutory reforms of the Supreme Court, rather than Article V amendments.
The last discussion of Supreme Court reform, climaxing in the emergency of the 1930s, is a cautionary tale more than an inspiring precedent.\textsuperscript{6} Formally, Franklin Roosevelt \textit{failed} in court reform, even while leaving a memory of his own solution—court-packing—as if it were the most viable choice now. But even more important, to the extent Roosevelt succeeded in shifting doctrine and personnel on the Supreme Court indirectly, he cast the die for long-term outcomes and raised the need for our own bout of reform. The lesson of the last reform era for our own is that we must democratize the Supreme Court.

For a while, judges empowered by traditions of judicial review resolved never to abuse their might, after the Supreme Court’s “switch in time” in 1937 removed it as an obstruction to majority rule.\textsuperscript{7} But in the 1940s, judges returned to the fray of invalidating popular legislation for the sake of fundamental rights protection.\textsuperscript{8} Justices began to break, sometimes with the best of intentions, their informal promise of the 1930s to get the Constitution out of the way of progressive majorities, so long as their acts were not irrational.\textsuperscript{9} Notwithstanding the good work done by constitutionally empowered justices since, it should surprise no one that, as the Court has drifted inexorably right, it has exercised its institutional heft on behalf of the powerful and wealthy minorities progressives once hoped to put in their place.\textsuperscript{10} Worse, the Court remains armed with weapons to oppose any progressive movement that seeks power to overcome legacies of economic and racial division, not to mention confront looming environmental catastrophe.

The problem is not just that Republican presidents, as a result of a series of contingencies since Richard Nixon's appointments first began the Supreme Court’s move right, have gotten more than their share of high court justices.\textsuperscript{11} Democrats, when they had their chance, replaced progressive jurists with centrist


\textsuperscript{8} \textit{See}, e.g., Robert M. Cover, \textit{The Origins of Judicial Activism in the Protection of Minorities}, 91 YALE L.J. 1287 (1982).


\textsuperscript{10} See such accounts as Adam Cohen, \textit{Supreme Inequality: The Supreme Court’s Fifty-Year Battle for a More Unjust America} (2020), or David A. Kaplan, \textit{The Most Dangerous Branch: Inside the Supreme Court’s Assault on the Constitution} (2018).

\textsuperscript{11} As further detailed below, Republicans made ten appointments between 1969 and 1992 to none by Democrats, and then three since compared to four by the Democrats. If anything, the slide right has been surprisingly delayed, depending on the choices of select Republican appointees like David Souter and John Paul Stevens. Brandon Bartels, \textit{It Took Conservatives Fifty Years to Get a Reliable Majority on the Supreme Court. Here Are 3 Reasons Why}, WASH. POST (June 29, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/06/29/it-took-conservatives-50-years-to-get-a-reliable-majority-on-the-supreme-court-here-are-3-reasons-why/ [https://perma.cc/6KAL-3HNC].
liberals, who often agreed over core economic and regulatory issues with their conservative opposite numbers, even as topics like abortion or affirmative action divided them. But both parties, and the rival sets of judges, concurred more than they differed, above all about elevating the Supreme Court, even at the price of making judicial appointments national politics by other means. As neoliberal centrist waxed and progressive coalitions waned, these developments seemed acceptable for a while. But by the standards of progressive ends, the Supreme Court never became much more than a sideshow about the avoidance of the most reactionary moves and preservation of the modestly beneficial precedents of the past. Sometimes it was coupled with a dream that someday the Supreme Court would return to a trajectory arrested decades before, without much reflection on why its contribution had been strictly limited in the first place. But events since the financial crisis of 2008, and a generational revolt against the compromises of their elders, have provided our latest reminder that progress occurs through democratic victory, and democratic victory alone.

The consequence for the discussion of Supreme Court alternatives is straightforward. It must begin with how to diminish the institution’s power in favor of popular majorities. Asking “how to save the Supreme Court” is asking the wrong question. Saving the Supreme Court is not a desirable goal; getting it out of the way of progressive reform is. The New Deal court reform had the chance to counteract the assumption that judicial power is hardwired out of necessity or in principle into American politics, but the reform canonized it instead. The entire point of Supreme Court reform ought to be to avoid repeating that mistake.

Before launching into the discussion, it is worth clarifying the scope of our inquiry, which bears specifically on the Supreme Court’s authority to invalidate federal statutes on constitutional grounds. We leave open whether the arguments for reform that we survey apply at all, or apply differently, in lower courts or to executive action, state law, or ordinary statutory interpretation. We consider these only to imagine how different answers to these questions might

13. See infra Section I.A.
17. See, e.g., OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, COLLECTED LEGAL PAPERS 295–96 (1921) (“I do not think the United States would come to an end if we lost our power to declare an Act of Congress void. I do think the Union would be imperiled if we could not make that declaration as the laws of the several States.”).
affect the design of different reform proposals. For now, however, we develop our arguments for an analytical distinction between two basic types of proposals in support of the goal of disempowering the Supreme Court on democratic grounds and for the paradigm case of the institution’s heaviest weaponry of constitutional invalidation of federal legislation—the weaponry most dangerous to the making of a progressive future.

This Article begins in Part I with a defense of a progressive political frame for Supreme Court reform, rather than with the goal of restoring the status quo ante Justices Barrett, Gorsuch, and Kavanaugh as if it were defensible or tolerable. Part II offers the central distinction between personnel reforms, which confirm Supreme Court power while pursuing ends like institutional legitimacy, rather than progressive change, and disempowering reforms that meet the contemporary need. Part III considers examples of how the imaginable suite of reforms work and whether they plausibly advance potential ends of reform. After examining their desirability, Part IV turns to the legality and political feasibility of the reforms. We conclude that disempowering reforms are not just normatively superior, but no less feasible to imagine putting into practice or surviving legal challenge.

I. POLITICAL REFORM AND THE SUPREME COURT

The immediate context for the Supreme Court reform debate was a series of successful confirmations of President Donald Trump nominations over 2016 to 2020—most gallingly for Democrats, Barrett’s replacement of Ginsburg, which shifted the conservative majority on the bench in an even more conservative direction. And of course, these events only capped a longstanding project to entrench power in the federal judiciary. But the larger and long-term context for considering Supreme Court reform is a broader agenda of progressive change in the United States that emerged in the last decade, especially after the financial crisis of 2008 to 2009. Over these years, a larger body of progressives than at any point since the New Deal have begun to conclude that their ideals are on a collision course with institutional constraints of the existing political system. And that includes the Supreme Court as final arbiter of vast swathes of policy. As a result, more and more insist, the power of the Supreme Court to constrain and set policymaking requires a second look.
The 6-3 conservative majority at the end of Trump’s presidency crystallized the fear among liberals that the Supreme Court not only actively threatens democratic participation already, but would endanger any democratizing agenda in the future. The situation required a fundamental reckoning. As for progressive legislation associated with the “Green New Deal,” while there is not yet support in Congress for the agenda, fears are even more intense of various kinds of challenge in the courts, especially now that conservatives have accumulated six votes at the Supreme Court and stacked the bench as part of a longstanding project to entrench power in the federal judiciary. Notwithstanding the considerable body of scholarship on the political foundations of judicial authority, progressives are not wrong to fear that the threat of delay or obstruction that an empowered and reactionary Supreme Court will pose to their democratizing and other legislative designs is very real.

For most of post-World War II history, progressives united around Supreme Court empowerment. The idea of Supreme Court reform found support, if anywhere, on the political right. The novelty of our current situation is that, as both the Supreme Court and the federal judiciary have become more conservative, arguments for Supreme Court reform once almost entirely restricted to the right have slowly been abandoned there and have begun to be adopted by the left. If anything, the surprise is how long the shift has taken.

The reasons for the prioritization of a progressive Supreme Court reform agenda are anything but internal to the institution itself. According to an alternative view, the institution is merely weathering a period of declining legitimacy, which it is worth shoring up in response. By comparison, the


26. See infra note 276 for examples.


progressive reform frame for evaluating the Supreme Court holds that the problem is not, or not only, institutional capture by the right, which needs to be corrected for the Supreme Court to play a foreordained role. Rather, the problem is that the institution is undemocratic in role and output. Objections of contemporary progressives go to the heart of the function of a constitutional court in a democracy—and in contemporary American democracy in particular—which many progressives diagnose as beset by deep ills for which Supreme Court power is not set to be part of a cure.

How to characterize the situation has profound implications for what to do about it. Casting the emerging crisis as one of descriptive or “sociological” legitimacy, or a normative legitimacy afforded it as neutral arbiter putatively soaring about partisan conflict, suggests the remedy of institutional relegitimation. But if it is a crisis brought on by its role or output, as the Court functions consistently within its long-term empowerment, then the remedy is not relegitimation but institutional redefinition. The choice of frame determines whether to put things back the way they were or to question the way they have consistently been.

To put it in another fashion, the framework for Supreme Court reform has to reflect a concern not so much for descriptive as for democratic legitimacy—the kind that matters most. From this perspective, Supreme Court reform might matter even if its institutional standing were not eroding as a sociological matter, or if its output were not increasingly regarded as normatively illegitimate—a betrayal of its role as neutral guardian of constitutional values and the rule of law. After all, democratic self-government is the coin of the realm in a democracy. If that is the standard that counts, the role of any institution—including an apex court in a democratic system—is necessarily left open. Indeed, for the progressive agenda to be enacted by democratic forces, it may require further undermining the legitimacy of existing norms, practices, and institutions—the Supreme Court prominently among them—rather than shoring it up.

A. Present Discontents

The blocked nomination of Merrick Garland and the confirmation of Neil Gorsuch after the death of Justice Antonin Scalia in February 2016—and then


30. Our distinction between descriptive or “sociological” legitimacy and democratic legitimacy in particular and moral or normative legitimacy in particular is standard in the literature. See, e.g., ARTHUR ISAK APPLBAUM, LEGITIMACY: THE RIGHT TO RULE IN A WANTON WORLD (2019). Richard Fallon has done most to bring these concepts to bear on the Supreme Court and its jurisprudence. See Richard H. Fallon, Jr., Legitimacy and the Constitution, 118 HARV. L. REV. 1787 (2005); RICHARD H. FALLON, JR., LAW AND LEGITIMACY IN THE SUPREME COURT (2018).

31. While we mostly reserve the term “legitimacy” for proponents of judicial neutrality, our argument is fairly characterized as an attempted redefinition of that concept. For sake of clarity, though, we mostly concede this language to those who have dominated its use up to now.
Brett Kavanaugh’s divisive confirmation in early fall 2018—mainstreamed Supreme Court reform among progressive activists.32 Even so, it was no comparison to the centrality of Supreme Court reform discourse during the time between Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s death in September 2020 and the presidential election seven weeks later.33 The earlier breakdown of the confirmation process after the failed appointment of Robert Bork in the 1980s raised intermittent calls for term limitation to avoid the repeated national dramas of Senate hearings and mobilization prior to votes.34 But only the new events—and evolution of the Republican Party and the election of Donald Trump with which they were bound up—made these calls begin to seem less theoretical and inspired an expansion of reform proposals beyond the tried and true initiative of term limitation. Such schemes played a significant role in the Democratic party presidential nomination process.35

But there is no doubt that the biggest factor in the emergence of progressive skepticism towards the Supreme Court lay elsewhere. The skepticism was not just retrospective; rather, the emergence of a progressive left on the national stage with the breakthrough candidacy of Bernie Sanders for the Democratic party nomination in 2016 and the unexpected victory in a New York congressional race of Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez as a generational icon in 2018 opened up expectations of a progressive moment—however premature and postponed they now seem—at the end of Donald Trump’s term in office like no other in a half century or more.36 Progressive activists accused the American political system as sclerotic and vowed to overturn it, not least in view of pressing economic and environmental demands on hold for their lifetimes.37

---

32. Fix the Court, a moderate advocacy group, dates to late 2014; Aaron Belkin launched what is now Take Back the Court (on the advisory board of which numerous law professors serve, including one author of the present Article) in October 2018. See Matthew Choi, Meet the Man Trying to Convince America to Swell the Supreme Court, POLITICO (Oct. 27, 2018), https://www.politico.com/story/2018/10/27/supreme-court-packing-2020-election-943111 [https://perma.cc/9DX7-BHXK].


34. See infra note 101 for examples.


37. See, e.g., KATE ARONOFF, ALYSSA BATTISTONI, DANIEL ALDANA COHEN & THEA RIOFRANCOS, A PLANET TO WIN: WHY WE NEED A GREEN NEW DEAL (2019).
As progressives gained strength in the country and in Congress and called for a “Green New Deal” to integrate new priorities connecting environmental to working-class politics, it was easy to foresee that the Supreme Court might stand in the way. American progressives had to think back, not to the 1960s—the last great era of progressive legislation, but when the Supreme Court worked in reformist tandem with the political branches—but to the 1930s for the situation they believed they faced. How would they respond if the Supreme Court blocked a democratizing congressional bill popularly known as H.R. 1 or a Green New Deal statue?  

Under the prior Democratic administration of Barack Obama, no one on his side of the political aisle anticipated the threat the Supreme Court posed to the signature domestic legislative reform, health care reform. Indeed, it was shocking to most when that threat emerged, modest though it was. This fact redoubled the fears of the role the Supreme Court might play if Congress attempted even more ambitious legislative enactments.

It also mattered enormously that the academic left followed the reawakening of the political left in the country. For decades, the almost universal consensus of progressives had been to treat the Supreme Court as a pivotal actor in progressive change. Nostalgia for a moment of judicial activism for some progressive causes remained orthodox far longer than the moment itself lasted. A reawakened academic left, by contrast to earlier ones, prioritized economic and environmental structural justice. Given their priorities, it seemed decreasingly plausible to justify Supreme Court power, since its jurisprudence mostly adhered to economically neoliberal or socially conservative outcomes, even integrating them into the time-honored protection of rights like freedom of speech or of religious exercise. The very rights protection academic liberals had been most identified with defending now turned out to be the doctrinal Trojan horse for the structural empowerment of the wealthy. New voices rose to


challenge the Supreme Court’s doctrines in areas like First Amendment, as well as to reemphasize traditional liberal complaints in areas like campaign finance and voting rights.  

These developments scrambled the traditional picture in which the Supreme Court was treated idealistically by the left and skeptically by the right. Conservative skepticism towards the Supreme Court was a familiar fixture of American history since World War II, in response to decisions like Brown v. Board of Education and Roe v. Wade and reaching an apex when Roe failed to be overturned in the 1990s. Conservative projects like originalism and textualism were the most notable conservative ventures to constrain constitutional interpretation as a mode of liberal power. Some went further. Indeed, before and after World War II, conservatives reintroduced many of the institutional reforms this Article will survey, though progressives close to workers’ movements in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries had initially proposed them.

Ironically, the decades since Richard Nixon’s presidency, during which both the federal judiciary and the Supreme Court moved right, did not incite Democrats to embrace institutional reform. Though they did expand the federal judiciary under President Jimmy Carter, Democrats did not support Supreme Court reform initiatives, even as Republicans enjoyed greater and greater success in appointing judicial personnel, especially at the level of the Supreme Court. By our calculation, Republicans have held the presidency since Richard Nixon’s election in 1968 eight of fourteen terms, and they filled a whopping sixteen of twenty openings on the Court. Before the events following Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s death and the rushed confirmation of Amy Coney Barret to replace her, however, only the climactic appointment of Neil Gorsuch, followed quickly by Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation to replace Anthony Kennedy after a

42. See Kapczynski, supra note 41; Purdy, supra note 41; Shanor, supra note 41.
44. 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
47. Though it is not our purpose here to provide a full-scale survey of Supreme Court reform between the early twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, examples of earlier democratizing proposals from both left and right include Idaho Senator William Borah’s proposal of a supermajority rule on the Supreme Court, and Wisconsin Senator Robert LaFollette’s legislative override scheme, in addition to Franklin Roosevelt’s court-packing attempt; more recently, there were two dozen conservative jurisdiction stripping bills in the 1970s and 1980s. On progressives in the early twentieth century, see William G. Ross, A MUTED FURY: POPULISTS, PROGRESSIVES, AND LABOR UNIONS CONFRONT THE COURTS, 1890–1937, at 193–232 (1994). On jurisdiction stripping precedents, see Travis Christopher Barham, Congress Gave and Congress Hath Taken Away: Jurisdiction Withdrawal and the Constitution, 62 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1139, 1143–44 (2005).
monumental partisan contest, catalyzed a significant Supreme Court reform debate.

B. The “Legitimacy” Frame

According to the most popular scholarly frame for coming to grips with the situation, the problem with the Supreme Court is that it is suffering from a bout of institutional delegitimation. Not surprisingly, across the period, constitutional theory discovered the concept of legitimacy. It deployed this concept to evaluate not the longstanding role of the Supreme Court in the American political system, but rather the recent if slow erosion of its standing—not least among progressive legal elites themselves. Whether for the American people or scholarly observers, the legitimacy frame is about restoration of the Supreme Court to its prior high regard for fair-dealing neutrality.

It is true, of course, that the Supreme Court earns decreasing respect from the American people, as historical polling suggests. In 2014, Gallup polls suggested that popular confidence in the Supreme Court had reached an all-time low. Some data suggest that those who say they have a “great deal” or “quite a lot” of confidence in the Supreme Court have been cut nearly in half in the last quarter-century.

Others focus on the angry politics of judicial nomination as an index of a crisis of legitimation around the federal judiciary in general or the Supreme Court in particular. While raucous nomination fights were by no means absent from earlier American history, the conventional story is that the 1987 treatment of Robert Bork to fill Lewis Powell’s seat vastly transformed practice, making each nomination—particularly when liberals perceived the Court to be on the brink of right-wing capture—come nearer and nearer to Armageddon. And to add Machiavellianism to the melodrama of each confirmation struggle, Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell’s decision not to consider President Obama’s

---


50. For a useful survey, see Daniel Hemel, Can Structural Changes Fix the Supreme Court?, 35 J. ECON. PERSPS. 119, 121–22 (2021).


52. Id.

53. See, e.g., stephen l. carter, the confirmation mess: cleaning up the federal appointments process (1994).)

nomination of Judge Garland in the President’s lame-duck year was widely seen as an affront to applicable norms, denying Democrats a seat that should have been theirs. That event, cast as anomalous and singular, cried out for restitution.

In other accounts, the general or specific skullduggery around appointments reflects a broader pattern of partisanship from which the Supreme Court ought to remain entirely immune or more insulated. One of the most influential assessments for why popular trust in the Supreme Court is falling, or combat over appointment is more intense, is that the Court is becoming a partisan institution.

Data do overwhelmingly indicate that partisan voting across the federal judiciary has increased, especially on nationally contentious matters. The assortment of justices in divided cases and the rising number of 5-4 decisions are taken to symbolize the unfortunate conversion of prior neutral “umpiring” into partisan choice. Conservatives, far more regularly than they have invoked the need for Supreme Court reform, have treated Republican appointees from Justice David Souter to Justice Neil Gorsuch as traitors—even as liberals take their heresies as proof of impartiality, only to wonder why their own perceived allies like Justice Elena Kagan might be playing a dangerous game in joining opinions authored by conservative justices. Further, the grooming of candidates for judicial and Supreme Court appointment, most notoriously on the right but also


57. See, e.g., Neal Devins & Lawrence Baum, Split Definitive: How Party Polarization Turned the Supreme Court into a Partisan Court, 2016 SUP. CT. REV. 301 (2017) (measuring voting patterns in Supreme Court justices and finding empirical increases in polarization); NEAL DEVINS & LAWRENCE BAUM, THE COMPANY THEY KEEP: HOW PARTISAN DIVISIONS CAME TO THE SUPREME COURT (2019) (mounting data to tell the story of how party polarization turned the Supreme Court into a partisan institution).


on the left, has increased the sense that judges are on teams and courts just another arena for partisan encounter.60

Analysts have added to the polarization of the Supreme Court the factor of an aging judiciary to explain its declining respect.61 Extensions of the lifespan have driven not only calls for term limitation in particular,62 but the sense that the cyclical replacement of personnel is more and more fraught precisely because it is so rare, intensifying partisan engagement with the judiciary.63 Furthermore, as the average age of the judiciary rises, accusations that decisions are out of touch, or even represent a form of gerontocratic rule, multiply.64

The trouble with the different forms of the legitimacy frame is that they assume that some form of judicial empowerment to decide major issues of national policy ought to be a given and that something else has gone wrong. They lead to worries of a “legitimacy dilemma” in which justices tasked to say what the law is have to play politics to restore a lost standing.65 Indeed, the legitimacy frame suggests a restoration of the status quo ante lost because of some combination of aging justices, bloody confirmation fights, or polarized decision-making. The progressive frame increasingly insists that it is the undemocratic credentials and the undemocratic output of the Supreme Court, or both, that need to be placed in question.


C. The Progressive Frame

The progressive frame begins with a sense that the Supreme Court is not a separate problem from the crisis and deadlock of the American political system. This is especially in view of a rising majority abetted by demographic and generational change—with more and more Americans open to national renovation.66 The Supreme Court is part of the crisis and deadlock, to be reevaluated rather than restored in its basic functions if progressive reform is to occur.

Progressive politics necessarily sweep the basic institutional role of the Supreme Court into play. Not surprisingly, historians have shown that the last progressive wave in American politics starting in the late nineteenth century comparably eroded the institutional standing of the Supreme Court and generated essentially all of the institutional reform proposals currently under discussion.67 That wave also generated more basic skepticism towards the Constitution itself, leading to waves of amendment proposals, and democracy-friendly doctrinal suggestions, quite apart from the institutional ones under consideration here.68

The progressive frame is not focused separately on Supreme Court reform as if the erosion of its legitimacy were a standalone or technical problem. It is obvious that the only pathway for democratizing reforms, as well as the Green New Deal and other economic and environmental policy change, is legislative rather than judicial. Progressives have registered that the central reason for critique is a rising tendency of countermobilization by business interests, reminiscent of the backlash against the New Deal.69 And it is easily foreseeable that this countermobilization will continue to turn to judicial obstruction of legislative ends and a reinvention of constitutional rights and constitutional equal protection to justify that obstruction legally. In particular, progressives have begun regularly complaining that the Court has transformed the First Amendment, if it ever was a shield for vulnerable minorities, into a sword for powerful interests to challenge popular legislation in areas like campaign finance and labor law.70 The commercial speech doctrine coupled with the protection of


68. Id.


70. See supra note 41.
money as speech in electioneering\textsuperscript{71} and opt-out rights from unionization\textsuperscript{72} as speech are prominent examples of what Justice Kagan dubbed a “weaponizing” of the Amendment.\textsuperscript{73} Aside from the “Lochnerized” First Amendment, invocations of the Equal Protection Clause to protect the powerful rather than the weak\textsuperscript{74} and increasing skepticism about the regulatory state, both under Congress’s power to delegate in general\textsuperscript{75} and agency rulemaking discretion in particular,\textsuperscript{76} have become par for the course.

Even more important, it is easy to anticipate that this syndrome would only worsen, if—as expected and hoped—the political branches diverged further and further from the judicial branch, which in turn became a stronghold of resistance against progressive legislative ambition. This scenario is hardly guaranteed, of course. But the fact that it has seemed more and more plausible as 2018 changed control of the House of Representatives and 2020 loomed (with hopes for a Democrat in the White House and perhaps even the Senate in new hands) has been the single most important driver of Supreme Court reform debate. The likely obstructionism that new law might face understandably alerts progressives to the threat the federal judiciary would pose to any of their legislative ends.\textsuperscript{77}

Rather than the aging and polarization of the federal judiciary, or conservative capture, then, the fundamental reason progressives have for Supreme Court reform is that the judiciary increasingly poses a threat to their legislative agenda. Even the stress on polarization as a reason for Supreme Court reform fails to capture the deeper fear of the judiciary as a check on progressive legislation, for which the remedy was not obviously less polarization on the bench.\textsuperscript{78}

Finally, the progressive frame revisits the allocation of power away from the more democratically legitimate political branches in the first place, rather

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{73} Id. at 2501 (Kagan, J., dissenting).
\item \textsuperscript{75} See Gundy v. United States, 139 S. Ct. 2116 (2019).
\end{itemize}
than merely identifying causes for its increasing abuse.\textsuperscript{79} Beyond the speculation about the erosion of descriptive legitimacy of the Supreme Court, the progressive frame challenges the background assumption that the Supreme Court achieves normative legitimacy when it engages in apolitical or neutral exercise of its power, rather than the amount of power consistent with democratic values. Its frame points in the direction not of relegitimizing but reallocating judicial power.

It was hard to miss that conservative justices—in a series of high-profile dissents in areas like abortion rights\textsuperscript{80} and same-sex marriage\textsuperscript{81}—were allowed to associate themselves with the normative value of democratic choice, at least when they did not have enough votes on the bench. More important, progressives increasingly wanted to adopt the case for the democratic legitimation of policymaking for intrinsic reasons, and not merely for the instrumental ones that they risked ceding the aura of popular legitimation to their political enemies.

Of course, it was no accident that demographic and generational change left progressives more optimistic about change through the political branches, even as conservatives who had made the case for democratic self-rule were happier and happier to embrace judicial power now that they could exercise it. But this very development promised to save progressives from the very uncomfortable posture of seeking outcomes not by arguing before fellow citizens and winning elections, but by judicial means they then had to struggle to legitimate democratically. A progressive frame for Supreme Court reform augurs plans to achieve progressive outcomes by democratic means, and appeals to democratic legitimation not to save the Supreme Court, but to put it in its place.

\section*{II. TWO TYPES OF REFORM}

As Part I describes, progressives increasingly view the Supreme Court as a serious problem. Progressive activists and scholars have proposed a host of reforms in recent years, from court-packing to jurisdiction stripping to term limits. As this Section explains, these various proposals can, despite their apparent heterogeneity, be sorted into one of two types. These types reflect two fundamentally different ways of understanding the problem that is being addressed.

The first type, which we call “personnel” reforms, propose to alter the Supreme Court’s partisan or ideological composition. Such reforms seemingly promote different and potentially incompatible values—court-packing, for instance, advances majoritarianism (at least in the short term), whereas partisan balance requirements aim at moderation or depoliticization. All these reforms


nonetheless try to improve our situation by adjusting the Supreme Court’s membership, either immediately or across time, though they intervene in different ways (to regulate the source of members, the composition of courts or panels, or the length of service, etc.). Attending only to who sits on the bench, personnel reforms take for granted that the Supreme Court wields tremendous policymaking authority. The goal of such reforms is thus, for progressives, to wrest that authority away from conservatives.

By contrast, the second type of proposal, what we call “disempowering” reforms, aims at what the Supreme Court is permitted to do. Reforms like jurisdiction stripping or supermajority voting rules for judicial review limit, to varying degrees, the Supreme Court’s ability to make policy. In so doing, disempowering reforms effectively reassign power away from the judiciary and to the political branches. Unlike their membership analogs, these “small-d” democratic reforms have no obvious ideological valence—initially, a “large-D” Democratic Congress and president would enjoy greater latitude, but, over time, partisan advantage would be tied directly—and evenly—to electoral outcomes. Such reforms thus amount to mutual judicial disarmament, lowering the stakes of judicial appointments and increasing (or at least evening) the stakes of congressional and presidential elections.

A. Personnel Reforms

Court reform discourse has revolved substantially around the slogan “pack the courts” owing to its boldness and historical pedigree.\(^{82}\) Invoking President Franklin Roosevelt’s infamous proposal from the mid-1930s, proponents of court-packing insist that Democrats, upon gaining control of both chambers of Congress and the White House, increase by statute the size of the Supreme Court and the federal judiciary more generally. After creating sufficiently many vacancies, Democrats are then to fill those vacancies with ideologically aligned appointees.\(^{83}\) In so doing, Democrats would thereby achieve effective control of the judiciary, both at the Supreme Court and below.

Among reform proposals, court-packing is uniquely polarizing because it is so nakedly partisan. Within our broader political culture, the judiciary is understood, at least aspirationally, as insulated from partisan politics. By, in effect, proposing to determine legal outcomes by changing the judge, court-packing is thus scandalous to many, blatantly “politiciz[ing]” a branch whose

---

83. See, e.g., Millhiser, supra note 3.
role is to identify law. Less ideally (or naively), court-packing is perceived as a “nuclear” option, the exercise of which would set off a devastating partisan war. As we explain in Parts III and IV, both of these objections to court-packing are contestable. For now, the claim is just that packing the court is a transparently partisan and hence controversial proposal.

The aim of the “pack the courts” movement, then, is to “take the courts back” from conservatives. Accordingly, the problem that the Supreme Court poses, for these reformers, is that it is under conservative control. As we explain in Part III, there are various explanations as to why conservative control of the Supreme Court, and federal courts generally, might be a problem, ranging from unlawful or otherwise illegitimate acquisition to crudely pragmatic calculation. Regardless of motivation, however, the situation that court-packing proposals seek to remedy is that there are too many conservatives on the bench.

While calls to “pack the courts” increase the temperature, the diagnosis of the problem is roughly the same for several more modest reforms. Consider, for example, proposals to implement some type of Supreme Court panel system. Following these proposals, the pool of Supreme Court justices would be expanded dramatically, typically by appointing federal court of appeals judges also as associate justices. The Supreme Court would then divide its caseload across multiple sittings, with a panel of justices selected from the broader pool, preparing for each sitting, hearing oral argument, and issuing opinions for the assigned batch of cases.

---

84. Walter Shapiro, The Case Against Court-Packing, BRENNAN CTR. FOR JUST. (June 24, 2019), https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/analysis-opinion/case-against-court-packing [https://perma.cc/NSR3-LXQ2] (arguing that “if there is any hope to restore a less politicized judiciary,” it will not be achieved through the use of “bully tactics” like court-packing); see also Shoshana Weissmann & Anthony Marcum, Packing the Supreme Court Won’t Work. Confirmation Hearings Are Already Highly Politicized, USA TODAY (Apr. 4, 2019), https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2019/04/04/packing-supreme-court-would-further-politicize-column/3339783002/ [https://perma.cc/49Y3-BQ9D] (arguing that court-packing would “only subject nominees to a further politicized process lacking focus on what matters: How they see law”).


86. See Elie Mystal, If We Don’t Reform the Supreme Court, Nothing Else Will Matter, The NATION (Feb. 28, 2020), https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/reform-supreme-court/ [https://perma.cc/P2NA-XTUJ] (“We have too long tried to take on the court with the tools of law, but if the court is in fact a political branch, then instead of using the tools of law, you need to use the tools of politics.” (quoting Sean McElwee, the director of research and polling for Take Back the Court)).

Beyond these basic features, details of panel system proposals vary. For some, selection of individual panels would be truly random. Others would impose partisan balance. One moderate variant envisions a one-time “court balancing” on the Supreme Court in particular, which corrects McConnell’s overreach while avoiding overreach of its own and the spiral of “court-packing.” Another proposes that on a panel of nine justices, no more than five have been appointed by a president of the same political party. Apart from selection, some proposals would treat panel decisions as final while others would allow for en banc review; for the latter, a significantly larger panel of justices could be called to review especially contentious or noteworthy cases.

Unlike court-packing, proposals to implement a panel system have enjoyed meaningful institutional support. During the 2020 Democratic Presidential Primary, for instance, Bernie Sanders voiced enthusiasm for such a system. Despite potential legal hurdles to implementation, panel systems are thus regarded by many as a more sensible, more legitimate approach to reform. Notice, however, that the remedy—and, in turn, the problem—identified by panel reforms is roughly the same as with court-packing reforms. In both cases, the proposals in question would alter the partisan composition of the Supreme Court bench, thereby achieving judicial outcomes consistent with the new, preferred ideological distribution. Again, details vary as to which specific distribution is preferred—insofar as panels are selected at random, the ideological makeup of the Supreme Court would, across cases, mirror that of the federal appellate bench; by contrast, a partisan balance approach would ensure ideological moderation regardless of the composition below. Either way, though, it is implicit in such proposals that the problem with the Supreme Court has nothing to do with what the Supreme Court does and everything to do with the attitudes of the individuals who compose it.

88. See, e.g., Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 181–84.
90. See Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 181.
91. See George & Guthrie, supra note 87, at 1465–68.
93. See id.
94. More modestly, some have proposed using panel systems for components of the Supreme Court’s process. Melody Wang, for example, has advocated assigning the Court’s case selection to a panel of randomly selected appellate judges. See Melody Wang, Don’t Let the Court Choose Its Cases, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 27, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/10/27/opinion/supreme-court-cases-certiorari.html [https://perma.cc/UF2K-DZCD]. By taking docket control away from the justices, Wang reasons, those justices will be less able to carry out their preferred ideological agenda because they will less reliably hear cases that are useful vehicles. See id.
Partisan balance requirements work the same way. Separate from panel systems, several scholars have called for partisan balance on the Supreme Court in one form or other.95 Sometimes the suggestion is, as mentioned above, that no more than five of nine justices be appointed by a president of the same party.96 Other, more ambitious proposals call for an ideologically balanced court, reducing the Supreme Court to eight seats, for example, and assigning four of those seats to each major political party.97 Whatever the form, partisan balance reforms plainly seek to impose on the Supreme Court a preferred ideological composition. As we discuss in Parts III and IV, the motivations for proposals of this sort vary somewhat, as do the criteria for determining what ideological composition is preferred. Still, with all partisan balance reforms, what the Supreme Court does stays the same. What changes is the ideology of the individuals who sit on the bench.

Proposals that some or all justices be selected by bipartisan or nonpartisan entities are remarkably similar. Daniel Epps and Ganesh Sitaraman, for example, propose a scheme in which each major political party would be allocated five seats on the Supreme Court, with those ten justices, in turn, selecting on a unanimous basis an additional five justices.98 Setting aside obvious constitutional concerns, the aim of the unanimous appointment component of the proposal is openly to add an ideologically “centrist” block to the Supreme Court.99 Similarly, suggestions that the President assent to “merit selection” of justices by a nonpartisan commission aim at a more ideologically moderate or nonideological Court.100 Here as before, the solution is to select justices who think the right way.

Last, consider judicial term limits.101 Among the reforms described thus far, term limits for Supreme Court justices enjoy the most popular support.102 According to the most prominent version of this proposal, each of the nine justices would serve for a term of eighteen years, after which justices would

---

96. See Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 181.
97. See Segall, supra note 95, at 553–56.
99. Id. at 193 (“The permanent, partisan-affiliated Justices would have to agree on colleagues who have a reputation for fairness, independence, and centris[t].”).
100. See Theodore Voorhees, It’s Time for Merit Selection of Supreme Court Justices, 61 ABA J. 705 (1975).
either take “senior” status or become judges on the courts of appeals. Pursuant to this scheme, every president would have the opportunity to appoint two justices during his or her term (four if reelected). As a result, the influence of individual presidents would, we are told, no longer fluctuate depending upon the timing of retirements or deaths. Presidents would also lose the ability to disproportionately entrench their preferences by appointing justices who are especially young. Unlike court-packing, partisan balance requirements, or bipartisan or nonpartisan selection, judicial term limits would not promote any specific ideological spread. Rather, somewhat like panel systems, term limits would tether the Supreme Court’s partisan composition more directly and more evenly to electoral outcomes. For proponents of term limits, then, the problem with the Supreme Court is not that it has too many conservatives per se, but rather that that conservative tilt is disproportionate given electoral outcomes over the relevant period. In this respect, term limits are, unlike other personnel reforms, similar in spirit to the disempowering reforms we discuss below.

B. Disempowering Reforms

Proposals to strip courts of authority to hear certain cases are similar to court-packing in terms of aggressiveness. Such proposals vary mostly in scope. Some advocates recommend that Congress insulate specific legislation (e.g., the Green New Deal, H.R. 1, etc.) from judicial review. Others urge that Congress strip courts of jurisdiction over hot-button issues such as abortion, affirmative action, or gun control. Others still call for a much more sweeping ban, prohibiting courts from reviewing federal legislation for constitutionality at all. In all of these cases, there is also the choice whether to strip jurisdiction from the U.S. Supreme Court, all federal courts, or state and federal courts

103. See Cramton & Carrington, supra note 101, at 469.
104. See Cramton, supra note 101, at 1322.
105. See id.
106. The other partial exception is a partisan balance requirement coupled with an even number of Supreme Court justices. See Segall, supra note 95. This form of partisan balance would systematically produce indecision owed to the possibility of an evenly divided Court. See id. at 568. As a result, the Supreme Court would be prevented from deciding some “major questions,” though, without further reform, that power would be redistributed to the courts of appeals rather than the political branches. See id. Regardless, such a reform would disempower the Supreme Court mostly because it would increase the margin needed for a decision from one to two. This voting rule component of the reform is, however, obviously separable from the partisan balance component. See infra notes 156–158 and accompanying text (discussing voting rule reforms under the rubric of disempowering reforms). Related but separate, partisan balance is also sometimes defended on the ground that, even with an odd number of justices, such balance encourages judicial minimalism and so disempower the judiciary in effect. Based on recent historical examples, we are skeptical of this justification. See infra notes 162–165 and accompanying text.
108. See id. at 1143–44 (noting proposals during the 1970s and 1980s to strip federal courts of jurisdiction over school prayer, abortion, and busing cases).
alike.\textsuperscript{110} As these options suggest, disempowering the Court through jurisdiction stripping could be brought about in piecemeal fashion or through comprehensive standalone legislation. While doing so, it could also channel jurisdiction to other Article III fora (as in the World War II price controls legislation that the Supreme Court blessed in \textit{Yakus v. United States})\textsuperscript{111} or non-Article III fora (under powers implied in \textit{Crowell v. Benson}).\textsuperscript{112}

As we discuss in Parts III and IV, jurisdiction-stripping proposals are both legally and politically controversial. Conceptually, though, such proposals illustrate the contrast with personnel reforms cleanly. Take some controversial congressional action: authorizing an agency to promulgate sweeping climate change regulations or enacting a federal ban on handguns. The personnel reforms discussed above would all leave courts, in particular the Supreme Court, the final word as to whether that action was constitutionally permissible. The change would be that, under different reforms, different answers would be more likely or less: court-packing, for instance, would make climate legislation safe and a handgun ban plausible, while a panel system would, assuming usual appointments practice, upgrade climate legislation to reasonably safe and a handgun ban to incredibly doubtful.

With jurisdiction stripping, by contrast, the fate of such controversial legislation would be determined by Congress and the President in September or April, and not by the Supreme Court in June.\textsuperscript{113} By removing the judiciary from the process, jurisdiction-stripping legislation would thus tie policy outcomes exclusively to the most recent congressional and presidential elections. More still, the ideological makeup of policymaking officials would, at least with legislation, be determined by the electorate directly rather than being mediated in part by other elected officials. Assuming it were implemented by a progressive Congress and president, stripping courts of jurisdiction would favor progressive outcomes immediately. Over time, though, such reforms would have no predictable ideological valence—results would depend entirely and predictably upon elections.

\textsuperscript{110} Though Congress has rarely stripped both state and federal courts of jurisdiction over constitutional claims, the Port-to-Portal Act is a famous exception, as is § 7 of the Military Commissions Act of 2006, which the Supreme Court declared in violation of the Suspension Clause in \textit{Boumediene}. See 553 U.S. at 733.

\textsuperscript{111} 321 U.S. 414 (1944). \textit{Yakus} dealt \textit{inter alia} with the validity of a jurisdiction strip from the federal courts to protect administrative price fixing. The jurisdiction strip redirected any challenges to an Emergency Court of Appeals within the executive branch, with appeal possible, but leaving the Supreme Court the option to exercise certiorari. Congress’s manipulation of the labor injunction in the early twentieth century offers a kindred example. \textit{Yakus} did not resolve whether Congress could strip jurisdiction over constitutional challenges; see infra notes 252–255 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{113} Here we assume that both state and federal courts are stripped of jurisdiction. The picture becomes more complicated if only the Supreme Court or only federal courts are stripped, as we discuss below. See infra note 154.
While jurisdiction stripping is the most familiar example, other reforms would also change the Supreme Court’s authority rather than its partisan composition. Proposals to require a supermajority to declare federal legislation invalid would, for instance, preserve but severely constrain the Supreme Court’s ability to intervene in federal policymaking.\footnote{See Jed Handelsman Shugerman, A Six-Three Rule: Reviving Consensus and Deference on the Supreme Court, 37 GA. L. REV. 893, 894 (2003); Evan H. Caminker, Thayerian Deference to Congress and Supreme Court Supermajority Rule: Lessons from the Past, 78 IND. L.J. 73 (2003). Notably, Epps and Sitaraman also recommend a supermajority requirement alongside their various personnel reform proposals. See Epps & Sitaraman, note 15, at 190.} Barring an unusually lopsided bench, the Supreme Court would remain able to intervene in cases of uncontroversial constitutional violation. In more closely contested cases, though, it would fall upon members of Congress and the President to decide what the Constitution permits. In this way, a supermajority rule for judicial review would effectively implement a Thayerian “clear error” standard for judicial review.\footnote{See James B. Thayer, The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine of Constitutional Law, 7 HARV. L. REV. 129 (1893); cf. Gersen & Vermeule, supra note 18 (proposing an analogous rule for review of administrative action for statutory compliance). As we explain below, supermajority rules are only a rough proxy for legal “clarity,” but we think the ease of implementation justifies the rule, especially when “clarity” determinations will be predictably contested. See infra, note 149 and accompanying text.} As with jurisdiction stripping, a supermajority requirement for judicial review would leave the ideological composition of the judiciary unchanged. A supermajority requirement would similarly have no apparent long-term partisan implications. Instead, such a requirement would transfer power from the judiciary to the political branches in uncertain constitutional space.\footnote{As with jurisdiction stripping, complementary reforms for state courts and lower federal courts would be needed to ensure that power is redirected entirely to the political branches. One could, for example, limit lower courts to forms of relief that expire upon Supreme Court review regardless of outcome (thanks to Jed Shugerman for this suggestion).} Here again, Congress would face the choice of whether to limit specific legislation to “clear error” review, or whether to insulate all federal legislation in a single go.

Finally, some disempowering reformers have proposed letting Congress override the Supreme Court’s judgment\footnote{Or, in the event the Supreme Court declines to review, Congress could override a lower court judgment.} that federal legislation is unconstitutional with a majority or supermajority vote.\footnote{See Mark Tushnet, Dialogic Judicial Review, 61 ARK. L. REV. 205 (2008); Christine Bateup, The Dialogic Promise Assessing the Normative Potential of Theories of Constitutional Dialogue, 71 BROOK. L. REV. 1109 (2006); Nicholas Stephanopoulos, The Case for the Legislative Override, 10 UCLA J. INT’L L. & FOREIGN AFFS. 250 (2005).} In its weaker form, a legislative override would leave contrary judicial judgments in place but treat those judgments as limited to the parties involved. In its stronger form, an override would negate contrary judicial judgments or at least preclude such judgments going forward. Over time, this reform has enjoyed support from
figures as disparate as 1920s Progressives and Robert Bork. Setting aside its debatable constitutionality, a legislative override would, like other disempowering reforms, transfer power from the judiciary to the other branches without apparent partisan consequence. Of the disempowering reforms considered here, a legislative override would transfer the least amount of power (especially in its supermajoritarian form since the Supreme Court rarely invalidates massively popular legislation). Structurally, though, it is the same as the other disempowering reforms, leaving the attitudes of the justices unaffected but constraining somewhat their ability to give those attitudes legal effect.

As we explain in Parts III and IV, reasons for and against adopting specific reforms vary, even within the types identified here. This Section has aimed to show merely that the various proposals offered operate in one of two ways: by altering the Supreme Court’s partisan makeup or by constraining its ability to act. In turn, each proposal understands the problem that the Supreme Court poses has to do either with its ideological composition or instead with the power it wields.

III. DESIRABILITY

While reforms can be divided between personnel and disempowering, the justifications for both types of proposals vary widely. In this Section, we canvas the various normative arguments advanced by proponents of each type. As we show, both groups express concern with the Supreme Court’s legitimacy, though

119. See supra note 47.
121. See infra notes 263–268 (noting potential conflict with Article III’s grant of the “judicial power” to the federal judiciary).
how to conceive of legitimacy proves a fundamental source of dispute. Beyond that ideal, both personnel and disempowering reformers attend to the basic functionality of the Supreme Court and, more specifically, the process of appointing justices. Here again, we see disagreement, though this disagreement is more strategic than philosophical. Lastly, we take up arguments for reforms that are wholly pragmatic, which is to say, about which proposals would yield the best outcomes. In this instance, contestation largely arises over what is possible as well as how bad the current situation is.

A. Neutrality

Within academic circles especially, the alleged legitimacy “crisis” confronting the Court is attributed to the increasingly partisan nature of judicial appointments and of judging itself.123

Citing most frequently the defeat of Merrick Garland’s nomination through “hardball” tactics,124 Democratic-leaning commentators argue that the appointments process has become unduly “politicized.”125 These complaints are bolstered by appeal to the elimination of the judicial filibuster and the resulting pattern of nominee approval by party-line vote.126 These critics similarly lament the collapse of the Senate “blue-slip” tradition, which facilitates single-party approval of district court and court of appeals nominees within the Senate Judiciary Committee.127

Moving from appointments to judging, Lee Epstein and Eric Posner, for example, question “whether a Supreme Court that has come to be rigidly divided

123. See, e.g., Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 151; Tomasky, supra note 49; Waldman, supra note 29.

124. Mark Tushnet, Constitutional Hardball, 37 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 523, 523 (2004) (defining “constitutional hardball” as political tactics “that are without much question within the bounds of existing constitutional doctrine and practice but that are nonetheless in some tension with existing pre-constitutional understandings”).


by both ideology and party can sustain public confidence for much longer.”128 Observing the increasing predictability of a justice’s behavior based upon the partisan identification of the President who appoints them, Epstein and Posner warn that “[f]or the first time in living memory, the [Supreme C]ourt will be seen by the public as a party-dominated institution, one whose votes on controversial issues are essentially determined by . . . party affiliation.”129 In turn, “[a]ssaults on judicial independence” such as (in their view) court-packing will be “made easier when the public comes to view the judiciary as a political body.”130

In both instances, the concern expressed is that, insofar as the Supreme Court is seen as a “partisan” or “political” actor, it (rightly) loses legitimacy in the eyes of the public. From this, we can infer that the normative ideal for the Supreme Court, and for courts generally, is to be a neutral arbiter of the law. In other words, the Supreme Court is supposed to be, according to these critics, an apolitical or nonpartisan institution.131

Many of the personnel reforms discussed in Part II try to restore or preserve the Supreme Court’s perceived role as an apolitical decisionmaker. Most obviously, reliance on merit selection of Supreme Court nominees by a bipartisan or nonpartisan entity would sever the ideological connection between justices and the presidents who (either otherwise or nominally) appoint them. Calling to mind the ideal of the technocratic decisionmaker, merit selection would assign to a panel of experts the determination of which judicial candidate is most “qualified.”132 Merit selection is, for that reason, most plainly intended to remove judicial selection from “politics,” minimizing partisan identification of individual justices in turn.133

Somewhat different, partisan balance requirements would reduce or eliminate opportunities for political branch actors to alter the Supreme Court’s ideological—or at least partisan—makeup. Guaranteeing either an even or slightly uneven partisan split, senators and the President could conspire to give their party at most a minor appointment advantage. Such requirements would, thus, minimize incidents like “stole[n]” Supreme Court seats—acts of naked partisanship that, we are told, are the most damaging to the Court’s reputation.134

---

129. Id.
130. Id.
131. See Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 151 (“[I]n the United States, public confidence in the Supreme Court is impossible to disentangle from public confidence in the very idea of law itself, as an enterprise separate from politics.”).
132. Voorhees, supra note 100, at 708.
133. See id. at 705.
Both partisan balance and merit selection also promote substantively "moderate" or "centrist" judicial decisions. Merit selection proposals, for instance, assign judicial appointments to ideologically diverse bodies and require broad consensus for an appointment to issue. Given these constraints, one would expect appointed justices to be ideological moderates or centrists. Similarly, partisan balance requirements would ensure that the Supreme Court not become too ideologically lopsided. More ambitious versions of such reforms would require the Court to achieve bipartisan consensus before issuing precedential decisions. And even under less ambitious versions, at least some degree of bipartisan agreement would be necessary absent a lockstep five-justice majority.

Immediately, however, this shift from nonideological to ideological moderation or centrism should set off alarms. Insofar as the Court is supposed to act as a neutral arbiter of the law, reforms that conduce to ideological moderation are fundamentally of the wrong type. The neutral arbiter ideal is essentially what Chief Justice Roberts described with his famous or infamous judges as "umpires" metaphor. That image of judging, of course, assumes a sharp distinction between politics and law. And, while we expand upon this below, we observe, here, that it makes no sense to insulate judging from politics by imposing moderate or centrist politics as opposed to politics that are far left or far right.

Returning to the influence of political branch actors, judicial term limits similarly attempt to regularize judicial appointments and thus insulate them from partisan fights. The same is true of Supreme Court panel systems, which disperse the impact of judicial appointments in the hopes of avoiding political standoffs. In each case, the idea in relation to legitimacy seems to be that open partisan conflict over judicial appointments calls into question the Supreme Court’s nonpartisan, nonideological character. So long as the appointment

135. See Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 193 (assigning appointment power to a bipartisan panel of justices); Voorhees, supra note 100, at 707 (calling for a “representative commission” to propose nominees).
136. See Segall, supra note 95, at 553–56.
137. See Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 181.
140. See Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 182 (claiming a panel system would “significantly de-politicize the appointments process by making confirmations more numerous and less consequential”); see also Wang, supra note 94 (arguing that panel systems encourage litigants to develop legal arguments with “broad” appeal, which she contrasts with arguments serving an “ideological agenda”).
141. See Grove, supra note 65, at 2273 (noting the “partisan squabbling that has damaged the [Supreme] Court’s reputation”).
process remains harmonious, the thought continues, the public will continue to believe that the Supreme Court deals mostly not in politics but in law.

So, what then should we make of these attempts to preserve or restore the Supreme Court’s status as a nonideological institution?

Accepting the ideal of the Supreme Court as a neutral arbiter, the immediate question is whether any of the reforms just mentioned might help the Court fulfill that ideal. Assume for sake of charity that many of the questions the Supreme Court presently takes up admit of distinctly legal answers. Given that assumption, we can ask whether one would anticipate any of the proposed shifts in the Supreme Court’s personnel to improve its fidelity to law.

To start, justices today have far more distinctly legal experience than those from previous eras. Whereas, for instance, politicians with meaningful legal experience used to be appointed to the Supreme Court with some regularity, contemporary justices are specialized in the legal profession, either as career attorneys or, increasingly, as lower court judges.142 Given this trend, it is hard to imagine that any of the reforms above would yield justices with more lawyerly skill. In terms of technical competence, justices today are as adept as one could plausibly ask in terms of identifying what the law is.143

Turning to ideology, few if any would argue that the Supreme Court’s legal analysis goes uninfluenced by willfulness or motivated reasoning. Especially in politically significant cases, the consensus among scholars and other legal observers is that Supreme Court decisions are, to the contrary, driven substantially by ideological commitment. The question is, then, whether implementation of the considered reforms would lessen ideological influence.

As mentioned above, the principal ideological effect of some of these reforms would be to impose upon the Supreme Court a more moderate or more centrist ideology. Merit selection, for example, would likely produce swing justices who behave more like Justice Kennedy than Chief Justice Roberts, let alone Justices Thomas or Sotomayor. Again, though, to impose a moderate or centrist ideology does not remove ideology from the equation. Just as those Justices on the far left or the far right remain susceptible to motivated reasoning or willfulness, those in the political center have substantive preferences that can lead them astray if those preferences do not align with the law. Put more simply, it is hard to see how merely changing the Court’s ideology would make the Court less ideologically motivated.

Worse still, insofar as the reforms above would “depoliticize” the appointment of justices, such reforms might work only to obscure the role

142. See Robert Alleman & Jason Mazzone, The Case for Returning Politicians to the Supreme Court, 61 HASTINGS L.J. 1353, 1355 (2010) (observing that “prior service in the federal judiciary has become an increasingly important qualification for appointment to the Supreme Court”).

143. But see Adrian Vermeule, Should We Have Lay Justices?, 59 STAN. L. REV. 1569, 1571 (2007) (arguing a Supreme Court with “at least some lay Justices will reach more right answers across the total set of cases”).
ideology plays on the Supreme Court. Assuming, for instance, that political fights over judicial appointments alert the public to the fact that judicial appointments have significant political stakes, laundering appointments through a panel of experts might suggest falsely that the justices are nonpartisan actors. Similarly, partisan balance requirements might serve to naturalize a preferred ideological distribution, implying that ideological moderation or centrisim is the same as nonideological. Even term limits or panel systems, to the extent they reduce partisan contestation, might suggest to the public, again falsely, that ideology plays little role in the way the justices exercise power. With all of these reforms, then, although the Court’s sociological legitimacy might increase, it would do so based only on false pretense.

The problem of obfuscation only gets worse, of course, the fewer of the Supreme Court’s questions admit of identifiable legal answers. At the logical limit, if the Supreme Court operates as an unelected “super-legislature,” casting it as an apolitical institution would be both hugely problematic and deeply absurd. And even if Supreme Court decisions are less ideological than Legal Realists suggest, ideology still plays a meaningful role, through motivated reasoning if nothing else. Current battles over Supreme Court appointments would make no sense otherwise.

If none of these reforms work to make the Supreme Court less ideological, however, why do proponents insist that they would? The cynical answer is that said proponents hope to promote unwarranted sociological legitimacy of the sort just cautioned against. More charitably, though, those proponents may be confusing partisanship with ideology owed to the historically recent correlation between the two. As Daniel Hemel has argued, the Court over time exhibits relatively clear ideological fissures; the justices are, Hemel observes, no more “polarized” now than at most points in the past century. What is new, however, is that the justices’ ideological clustering today correlates tightly with partisan affiliation. In other words, whereas predictably “liberal” or “conservative” justices used to be appointed by presidents of each party, an appointing

144. We classify Thomas Keck’s argument that court-packing might forestall “democratic erosion” in the spirit of legitimacy rather than democracy. The idea is that institutional change is needed because, without it, Republicans will use the court to depart from democratic fundamentals—but whether or not this is plausible, it is based on a notion of democracy in terms of regime type rather than popular decision-making. See Thomas M. Keck, Court-Packing and Democratic Erosion, in DEMOCRATIC RESILIENCE: CAN THE UNITED STATES WITHSTAND RISING POLARIZATION? (Robert C. Lieberman, Suzanne Mettler & Kenneth M. Roberts eds., forthcoming Nov. 2021); see also Aaron Belkin, Court Expansion and the Restoration of Democracy: The Case for Constitutional Hardball, 2019 PEPP. L. REV. 19, 19 (2019) (arguing that court-packing is “[t]he only viable path for restoring the United States political system”).

145. See Brian Leiter, Constitutional Law, Moral Judgment, and the Supreme Court as Super-Legislature, 66 HASTINGS L.J. 1601 (2015); David E. Pozen & Adam M. Samaha, Anti-Modalities, 119 MICH. L. REV. 729 (2021) (arguing that the norm against transparently political arguments in constitutional adjudication inevitably results in the distortion of distinctively legal arguments to accommodate political concerns).

president’s partisan affiliation has newly become a reliable predictor of a justice’s ideological leanings.147

At least plausibly, the recent emergence of a ready proxy for judicial ideology has misled some into believing that the justices have suddenly become ideological. Pursuant to that confusion, one might believe that making partisanship less salient would lead to less ideological behavior on the Supreme Court. In reality, such reforms would at best (or worst) make ideology less visible, persuading some, in turn, that the Court is less ideological than it actually is.

Whereas personnel reforms try to make the Supreme Court less ideological by changing the Court’s ideology, disempowering reforms do so by restricting the questions the Court has to answer. Stripping courts of jurisdiction over controversial issues like affirmative action or gun control would, for example, remove from the Supreme Court’s docket cases where motivated reasoning is especially likely. Similarly, prohibiting courts from reviewing federal legislation for constitutionality would prevent the Supreme Court from having to expound upon the Constitution, which, compared to legislation, is famously vague.148

Somewhat different, a supermajority requirement for judicial review would make it more plausible that the Supreme Court is identifying law when declaring a federal statute invalid. Although imperfect, broad consensus across ideological division is at least an indication that the constitutional violation in question is “clear.”149 By limiting the Court’s constitutional jurisprudence to such uncontroversial cases, a supermajority requirement would thus lend credence to the thought that the justices work not only in politics but also in law.

B. **Democracy**

The push for democratic legitimacy starts from the observation that much of the Supreme Court’s work remains inherently political. Especially in constitutional cases, many of the claims the Court evaluates are legally underdetermined or, at a minimum, epistemically opaque. As a result, Supreme Court justices inevitably rely upon policy inclinations in deciding what the Constitution requires or permits. Small-d democratic reformers must, then, question how to reconcile the ideological nature of these determinations with a commitment to democratic self-rule.

---

147. See id. at 125.

148. See McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. 316, 407 (1819) (“A constitution, to contain an accurate detail of all the subdivisions of which its great powers will admit, and of all the means by which they may be carried into execution, would partake of the prolixity of a legal code, and could scarcely be embraced by the human mind.”).

149. Compare Eric A. Posner & Adrian Vermeule, The Votes of Other Judges, 105 GEO. L.J. 159, 163 (2016) (arguing that judicial disagreement is evidence of legal unclarity), and Gersen & Vermeule, supra note 18 (same), with William Baude & Ryan D. Doerfler, Arguing with Friends, 117 MICH. L. REV. 319 (2018) (arguing that judicial disagreement only indicates unclarity under certain conditions).
Proponents of disempowering reforms should address the apparent tension by redirecting decision-making authority away from the democratically unaccountable judiciary and toward the political branches. Take, for example, a statute that would strip state and federal courts of jurisdiction over constitutional challenges to the Green New Deal. Such legislation would eliminate the courts’ final authority over whether Congress may delegate expansive rulemaking authority to the Environmental Protection Agency or render the extraction and refinement of fossil fuels unprofitable through aggressive environmental regulation. Instead, those decisions would be made by Congress and the President and, in turn, voters, who hold those officials accountable—however imperfectly.

As a class, disempowering reforms reject the goal of restoring the sociological or normative legitimacy of the Supreme Court as an apolitical or neutral institution, allegedly lost through accident or mistake. Instead of safeguarding the extant power of the Supreme Court, disempowering reforms saps the institution of some of that power and transfers it to the political branches. It proposes to do so on the most straightforward definition of the democratic premise: that, all else equal, the people themselves should directly determine their arrangements.150

The standard rationale for institutional disempowerment states that, in modern times, no one is entitled to rule the people other than the people themselves. As David Grewal and Jedediah Purdy have shown, this commitment stood at the very origin of modern constitutionalism and of modern politics more broadly.151 This rationale by no means settles how far a constitution can or should erect one or another set of institutions to represent the people. And for all its commitment to democratic self-rule, modern politics preserved and refashioned an older, premodern commitment to aristocracy. The U.S. Constitution in particular is celebrated in many quarters (and is notorious in others) for reconciling the modern novelty of popular government with continuing elite control.152

Even to the extent that reconciliation remains plausible, however, it says nothing in particular about how much power an apex court like the Supreme Court should enjoy—something that Americans have differed about throughout their history.153 Conversely, criticisms of the undemocratic empowerment of the

---

150. As we detail below, over the latter half of the twentieth century, academic defenses of the Supreme Court’s role in American life shifted from openly anti-democratic to pro-democratic, as if the shift had no implications for its institutional power. See infra note 199.


153. See Rana, supra note 67 (documenting profound contestation over Supreme Court power across U.S. history before the rise of veneration in recent decades).
Supreme Court have risen and fallen in tandem with the empowerment and disempowerment of the institution.

If the rationale for Supreme Court reform calls for democratic legitimacy, it is distinct from, and indeed at odds with, the commonly voiced aspiration of restoring the apolitical and nonpartisan neutrality of the institution. The democratizing agenda begins with relatively more insistence that partisanship goes all the way down, even when transferred to allegedly neutral institutions. It also disputes the availability—especially on nationally contentious issues that divide the Supreme Court most regularly—of distinctively legal outcomes as opposed to resolution through political contest and deliberation. For progressives in particular, the ideal of democratic legitimacy thus challenges decades of mistaking the contestably moderate for the ideally neutral. For all these reasons, democratizing the Supreme Court is an openly political project to be judged based on the democratic character of both institutional means of reform and progressive output of policy results.

Returning to the specific example of jurisdiction stripping, the extent to which jurisdiction stripping legislation would be democratizing would depend upon the scope of the strip. Stripping only the Supreme Court of jurisdiction over challenges to the Green New Deal would, for instance, leave both lower federal courts and state courts a say in the ultimate fate of that legislation. Such a reform would still be democratizing because it would require greater judicial coordination to negate Congress’s decision in full. Still, compared to a comprehensive strip of the sort described above, the democratizing effect of a Supreme Court strip would be limited. Similarly, stripping courts of jurisdiction over only a small set of constitutional cases would leave courts with tremendous authority outside that limited space. A total or near-total strip over constitutional cases would, by contrast, dramatically reallocate decision-making authority within our constitutional scheme.

We take no position as to what scope jurisdiction stripping should have or, for that matter, whether jurisdiction stripping legislation should be preferred to other disempowering reforms. Voting rules like a supermajority rule for declaring federal legislation invalid would, for instance, similarly disempower the Supreme Court in contestable constitutional cases at least. By requiring a higher threshold of consensus for the exercise of judicial authority, such a rule would functionally reallocate decision-making authority to the democratically legitimate branches of government in cases in which a counter-majoritarian faction on the Court enjoys only a simple majority. Such a reform might be more palatable than jurisdiction stripping for those who believe, for example, that the Supreme Court is a critical protector of rights. This result happens because,

154. Though, importantly, even partial negation would be hugely consequential for policy choices such as climate legislation that rely heavily on uniform compliance.
155. See infra Parts IV.A & IV.B (describing legal and political considerations relevant to the choice).
156. But see infra Part III.C.
under a supermajority rule, “clear” constitutional violations would continue to be identified and declared, even as disputable cases would be left to majority will. As with jurisdiction stripping, voting rule proposals vary in terms of scope and, in turn, democratizing effect. One could, for example, apply a supermajority rule to only the Supreme Court or to all courts with jurisdiction over constitutional challenges to federal statutes.

Similarly, some form of legislative override would transfer significant authority from the judiciary to Congress (and, potentially, the President). Like a supermajority rule, a legislative override would leave the Supreme Court with a meaningful say as to the constitutionality of congressional action, requiring an affirmative step from Congress beyond initial enactment in the event of constitutional disagreement. In this respect, a legislative override facilitates, at least in principle, a “dialogic” approach to constitutional interpretation, encouraging an extended exchange between the political branches and the judiciary. As Canada’s experience suggests, however, the dialogic, and, in turn, democratic, benefits of an override mechanism may be more theoretical than real.

Whereas disempowering reforms promote democracy by reallocating decision-making authority to the democratically accountable branches, personnel reforms might achieve this result by aligning judicial ideology more closely with that of democratic majorities. Reformers intend court-packing, most obviously, to reshape the judiciary such that it will get out of the way of progressive majorities. And, in this way, it would promote democracy in the short term. Over time, though, for it to be consistent with democracy, court-packing would have to be an iterative process, with each newly elected majority adding new justices and judges of their own. For this reason, court-packing proposals will result in either democratic redundancy or new risks to democratic control. Either these proposals require extra steps to extend legislative control already achieved through popular victory, or they threaten that control by delegating power from democratic principals to less accountable agents.

Supreme Court term limits are more promising. Unlike court-packing, term limit reforms intend to link Supreme Court appointments more consistently and more evenly to electoral outcomes over time. As we discuss below, there are reasons to doubt that term limits would achieve this aim to the degree advertised. More still, term limits would lead to incredibly modest democratizing effects

157. See supra note 115 and accompanying text (arguing that supermajority rules are the functional equivalent of a “clear error” standard intended to pick out manifest constitutional violations).
158. Here again, one would also have to decide whether to, for example, limit the relief available to lower courts to prevent disuniformity if a bare majority of justices vote in favor of unconstitutionality. See supra note 116.
160. The Canadian parliament has yet to invoke this authority, and regional governments have done so only sparingly. A similar option has been nationally debated in Israel. See, e.g., Adam Dodek, The Canadian Override: Constitutional Model or Bête Noire of Constitutional Politics?, 49 ISR. L. REV. 45 (2016) (discussing Canadian model and Israeli debates).
because justices would remain democratically unaccountable upon appointment and because elections from almost two decades ago would have policy ramifications today. One could imagine a President Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, for example, frustrated by the relative conservativism of Biden-era Democratic appointees. Term limits remain, nonetheless, distinct among personnel reforms because they result in systematic democratizing effects.

Other personnel reforms make no serious effort at promoting democracy. Merit selection proposals, for example, aim to limit democratic flux by entrenching a more moderate, more centrist judiciary. Beyond that ideological entrenchment, such proposals would have no predictable democratizing effect. Rather, these reforms would merely lead to the dynamics observers of judicial politics have observed for decades: the debate about the proper deployment of judicial power, with the background assumption that the Constitution or law in general, or institutional or professional ethics, will properly guide the deployment of power.

At first blush, partisan balance requirements operate the same way, ensuring at most a limited partisan skew and more ideologically moderate outcomes. Some, however, advocate partisan balance on the theory that such an arrangement would necessitate ideological compromise, which, these advocates insist, would take the form of less sweeping judicial holdings. Such judicial minimalism163 would, in turn, leave more space for Congress to act. While attractive in theory, this minimalist prediction fits poorly with recent historical practice. The narrowly divided Roberts Court, for example, has opted for horse trading rather than incrementalism in some of the most politically significant cases. And even in areas like abortion where the Court has taken a more incrementalist approach, the ultimate effect looks to be a more significant shift in constitutional law than would result from more dramatic rulings followed by predictable backlash.165

C. Rights

The most common objection to disempowering reforms to the Supreme Court focuses on the need for it to protect important rights, especially minority

161. But see supra note 106 (discussing partisan balance on an evenly divided Supreme Court).
162. See Segall, supra note 95, at 550 (arguing that partisan balance would result in "narrower" decisions).
163. See generally CASS R. SUNSTEIN, ONE CASE AT A TIME: JUDICIAL MINIMALISM ON THE SUPREME COURT (1999) (defending a "minimalist" mode of intervention that avoids grand theory and large-scale departure from precedent).
165. See Leah Litman, June Medical as the New Casey, TAKE CARE BLOG (June 29, 2020), https://takecareblog.com/blog/june-medical-as-the-new-casey [https://perma.cc/4PCT-TA9Z] (arguing that the “victory” for reproductive rights this Term was “likely pyrrhic”).
rights against hostile majorities. For many, rights protection is the leading criterion for assessing not just judicial reform, but the basic purposes of a judiciary in the first place. We need not review the gargantuan literature on the plausibility of the familiar claim that democracies empower judiciaries precisely to protect rights. As Justice Robert Jackson immortally put it, the goal is “to withdraw certain subjects from the vicissitudes of political controversy, to place them beyond the reach of majorities and officials and to establish them as legal principles to be applied by the courts.” But a few targeted responses to that conventional wisdom from the perspective of Supreme Court reform are indispensable.

We will argue that (1) disempowering reforms open the possibility of much superior rights protection precisely because the progressive legislative agenda withdraws unjustifiable protection for the powerful and allows for or improves upon rights protection for both majorities and minorities alike; (2) disempowering reforms leave a range of plausible judicial mechanisms for rights protection in necessary cases; and (3) even to the extent that disempowering reforms imaginably threaten rights, it is not clear that personnel reforms have better credentials for ensuring their protection.

(1) The progressive frame disputes that majority rule endemically conflicts with rights protection. On the contrary, the historical record clearly demonstrates that legislatures serve as the chief historical source of rights, while judicially-enforced rights protections can easily devolve into technologies of minority rule. If true, as a general matter it is quite possible that disempowering leads to superior rights protection, not worse. On the one hand, it subjects to majority rule the powerful and wealthy minorities claiming and getting the protection of the courts. On the other, progressive reform through the political branches of government can potentially lead to superior legislative protection of the rights of majorities from those powerful and wealthy minorities, as well as superior legislative protection of the rights of vulnerable or weak minorities.

The American (and, even more, global) progressive default was long, not the absence of rights as a political goal, but “legislated rights.” The privilege
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169. We leave aside here large debates about whether the results are different outside an American context, in which rights-protecting judicial review occurs against the backdrop of a practically unamendable constitutional text prioritizing so-called negative liberties, with traditions that have singled out property, contract, and due process in the deprivation of “liberty” for special treatment (however they are interpreted), and without economic and social entitlements. For conflicting impulses about judicially enforced rights protection globally, see, for example, Adam S. Chilton & Mila Versteeg, Do Constitutional Rights Make a Difference?, 60 AM. J. POL. SCI. 575 (2016) and Mila Versteeg, Can Rights Combat Economic Inequality? 133 HARV. L. REV. 2017 (2020) (reviewing SAMUEL MOYN, NOT ENOUGH: HUMAN RIGHTS IN AN UNEQUAL WORLD (2018)).
of the judiciary led to the *Lochner* era. No doubt, if that case is anticanonical in American memory, it is so precisely as a form of illicit rights protection and was cast aside to achieve better rights protection through legislative means. As Roosevelt accurately explained, “the Bill of Rights was put into the Constitution not only to protect minorities against intolerance of majorities, but to protect majorities against the enthronement of minorities.”171 This sometimes requires putting courts in their place in order to privilege legislatures pursuing rights for all and balancing the claims of majorities and minorities alike.

In this spirit, the legislature can be seen as the first and most important defender and propagator of rights, and majority rule the default source of legitimacy for assessing the scope of rights and resolving conflicts among rights and between rights and other priorities. Roosevelt’s “Second Bill of Rights” envisioned a suite of economic and social entitlements of modern citizenship, but not one that judicial authority would enforce and whose scope remained to be determined in light of other interests and values.172 And though they did not enact it, Americans have remained within a legislated rights frame in propounding civil rights acts that effectively did more than any judicial decision to confront exclusions based on race, gender, or disability.173

Consider again from this perspective the current baseline of rights protection in American constitutional law and what the Green New Deal would do in supplementing it. As noted above, illicit forms of rights protection associated with the Lochner era and our own neo-Lochnerian one foil prospective reform absent Supreme Court renovation.174 Americans can boast strong judicial protection of core forms of speech, along with other protections of religion. These decisions have their defenders even when used to limit the scope of other constitutional rights or even allow the Supreme Court to expand statutory antidiscrimination protections to sexual orientation, in expectation that those requesting religious accommodations and exemption will be provided them.175 By the same token, however, Americans do not have other basic rights under the U.S. Constitution, whether rights to basic provision (of food, housing, sanitation, or water, all familiar in other national settings and international law).176 In the case of health care, not only do Americans not have a right to it, but the Constitution’s established judicial power weakened the initial attempt to
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take some steps towards it under the star-crossed Affordable Care Act (ACA).

State constitutions often protect the right to education, but the Supreme Court explicitly rejected it. More generally, even with respect to the rights for which constitutional law provides robust protection, they are not class sensitive, and not only are material insufficiencies not understood as rights violations under judicially elaborated frameworks, material inequality is not either. A right to work, or labor rights to organize and strike, have never been significant features of America’s constitutional law.

By contrast, while not everything an H.R. 1 democratizing statute, Green New Deal law, or other progressive legislative reform should be conceived as the elaboration or substantiation of a right, much of it is easy to understand that way. Many of their key planks—access to the polls and other voting entitlements, job guarantees vindicating the right to work, high-quality food, health care, housing, or water correlating with well-known rights, promises for high-quality education not only at the primary but secondary level—fit. Even its “green” part can be seen as rights protective. The more general rhetoric of facing down inequality after decades of its expansion bears not only on basic rights, but also can be conceived to involve rights beyond sufficient provision to an entitlement to rough equality in life chances.

Ronald Dworkin has epitomized a stereotypical view of judicial authority that was absolutely required for rights to be invoked as principled “trumps” against aggregating legislatures. This picture entirely missed whether legislatures might be fora of principle equal or even superior to defending extant rights commitments and propagating new ones. (Dworkin did acknowledge that “fit” with American traditions forbade any very expansive understanding of our constitutional rights.) Shifting away from recent Dworkinian assumptions is especially pertinent when it comes to so-called positive rights, none of which are protected under the U.S. Constitution and few of which have ever been sought—even at the zenith of liberal power on the Supreme Court—through judicial interpretation. As Dworkin’s assumptions more or less accurately reflect, Americans boast a small number of rights that they protect in absolutist ways through judicial intervention. Other countries proceed differently by propounding a much wider variety of rights, which their legal systems protect

179. See e.g., Frank I. Michelman, Foreword: On Protecting the Poor Through the Fourteenth Amendment, 83 HARV. L. REV. 7 (1969) (calling for judicial protection under the Equal Protection Clause for basic human needs); Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471 (1970) (rejecting such judicial enforcement of sufficient provision); SAMUEL MOYN, NOT ENOUGH: HUMAN RIGHTS IN AN UNEQUAL WORLD (2018) (on the disjuncture between sufficient provision and distributive equality in our time).
less robustly through proportionality balancing against other interests and distributed institutional control over rights.\(^{183}\)

It is, of course, true that judge-led interpretation of the Constitution’s rights applied most of them to the states in the middle of the twentieth century, and in doing so revolutionized protections in criminal procedure. It also extended individual rights not mentioned in the constitutional text across the century—in the phase since the 1960s, mostly under the Due Process Clause’s promise of liberty, freed from the constitutional protection of freedom of contract as a right. In this vein, the Court protected rights like freedom from compulsory sterilization,\(^{184}\) and to choose to abort a pregnancy or marry a spouse of a different race\(^{185}\) or the same sex.\(^{186}\) And the Equal Protection Clause banned formal apartheid, and especially formal segregation of races in schools.\(^{187}\) These results account for the familiar anxiety that Supreme Court disempowerment would threaten rights protection. And no one should pretend that a legislated rights regime would match the set of entitlements achieved through judicial interpretation precisely. Even if a legislated regime provides for many rights on its own, or more of them, it may miss others.

But it is pivotal to any genuine comparison that it is not a matter of exclusive principled defense of rights in judiciaries on one side against unprincipled majoritarian action on the other. Instead, it is a comparison of some schedule of rights and some modicum of protection on both sides of the line. Minimally, rights concerns do not cut against legislative empowerment per se. And more maximally, progressives assume that rights protection may well be available in superior form through political branches as agents of national transformation. However, judicial empowerment to achieve the current spotty and weak protection of rights generally serves debatable ends, and primarily protects the rights of powerful and wealthy interests. Not only can legislatures protect rights for majorities and minorities, but judiciaries can convert rights protection into illicit minority rule. Indeed, if existing entitlements for the needy are weak and for the powerful are strong, judicial empowerment can at least as plausibly be construed as a project of rights violation as of protection and disempowering as instrumental for the sake of rights themselves.

Sometimes progressives may rely on accounts of the comparative institutional bias of judiciaries (relative to legislatures) towards views of elites\(^{188}\)

\(^{185}\) Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967).
and outcomes favoring them.\textsuperscript{189} Sometimes they may even—as in Karl Marx’s early writings\textsuperscript{190} and in the critical legal studies movement\textsuperscript{191}—claim that individual rights are especially susceptible to the production of those same outcomes. And those suggestions deserve careful scrutiny. But even if neither kind of account is persuasive, disempowering reform can be construed as a project of rights expansion and vindication, beyond the narrow list and weak protection of Supreme Court doctrine, currently and even historically.

One should question whether the Supreme Court’s unimpressive baseline protection of the rights of vulnerable minorities, even as it has come to systematically favor neoliberal outcomes in First Amendment jurisprudence and beats back at legislative protection in areas like affirmative action or voting rights, suffices to justify its empowerment as guardian of basic entitlements. When we consider the likely obstacle the Court would pose to rights expansion as a progressive agenda, the answer to that question is not hard. Disempowering reforms would count as a far greater victory for rights than an empowered victory could ever deliver.

(2) Furthermore, while the functional effect of disempowering reforms like jurisdiction stripping and supermajority rules on the Supreme Court reduces the significance of judicial review, it is not a matter of either-or. Functional disempowerment of the Supreme Court leaves a series of stopping points short of full negation of judicial review through some institutional reform, which only a persistent but tiny minority of followers of Thomas Jefferson in American life supports.\textsuperscript{192}

Indeed, many proponents of weakening judiciaries have offered stopping points to manage judicial rights protection. If they have generally failed—leaving too many protections for the undeserving and too few for those in need—it by no means obviates a new compromise leaving some crucial judicial rights protection intact. James Bradley Thayer’s proposal merely to subject majority legislation to rationality rule left room for policing irrational results.\textsuperscript{193} More boldly, the original move in the 1930s, first defended in the fourth footnote of the \textit{Carolene Products} opinion\textsuperscript{194} and canonically justified by John Hart Ely,\textsuperscript{195} was to “bifurcated review.” This framework subjected economic legislation to
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rationality review after the abandonment of the old substantive due process while protecting some schedule of rights and some kinds of minorities. Where personnel reforms do not react to the general failures of past compromises either to deal with underenforcement of rights or “juristocratic” excesses, disempowering reforms hardly abandon the possibility of a more successful one. Relative democratization hardly means total disempowerment of judiciaries to protect rights. The same verdict applies to Ely’s defense of judicial review to remedy participatory exclusions and failures. While there is no reason on its recent track record to believe that the Supreme Court will pursue his vision, attractive in theory but dead in practice for several decades, nothing forbids a disempowered judiciary from doing so.

If properly calibrated, jurisdiction stripping statutes, for example, could insulate precisely the attempted expansion of legislative rights from judicial limitation in the name of various provisions of the Constitution weaponized by the right (notably, the Free Exercise and Free Speech Clauses), while leaving judges power to protect other rights from unsuspected majoritarian excess. Similarly, supermajority rules have a distinctive capacity compared to personnel reforms for counteracting the reality that controversial minoritarian tyranny today very much works through the Supreme Court, while leaving room for justices to intervene in the case of genuine majoritarian tyranny when enough justice agree it is real, rather than a smokescreen for illicit capture.

Finally, unlike personnel reforms, disempowering reforms do not rely on judicial self-restraint as a mechanism to ensure democratic choice. Thayer’s proposal relied on judicial self-restraint, and Carolene followed suit insofar as it ultimately consecrated a purely judicial determination as to when to cross the line from rationality review to heightened forms of scrutiny. The result was, arguably, a Supreme Court in which both sides of a partisan split exercised judicial authority selectively and opportunistically. Judges allowed democratic will-formation, blocking it contingently (sometimes for better, regularly for worse) based on their own evolving doctrines of intervention. What all of these reforms shared was a rejection of Thayerian deference de facto, and an expansion of judicial authority unconsidered and undesired in the middle of the twentieth century. A lesson that some will take from today’s decision,” one conservative justice remarked bitterly at the end of the day, “is that preaching about the proper method of interpreting the Constitution or the virtues of judicial self-restraint and humility cannot compete with the temptation to achieve what is viewed as a noble end by any practicable means.”

197. For a classic barometer of change between the 1930s and the 1950s, see LEARNED HAND, THE BILL OF RIGHTS (1958).
temptation to overstep, whereas disempowering reforms specifically deprive them of the temptation. Disempowering reforms limit the Court’s power to act or abstain from acting in the first place.

(3) Finally, even to the extent disempowering reforms hypothetically threaten rights, personnel reforms do not plausibly provide superior protection.

Generally, the goal of relegitimation of the Supreme Court—the rationale for many proposed reforms today, as discussed above—is orthogonal to rights protection. There is no reason to believe a court with comparable powers as now, but with improved legitimacy, would improve rights protection. To make out a case that it would, one would have to correlate legitimation with rights protection, and it seems churlish to suggest credibly doing so. As we suggested above, most approaches to legitimacy define it in terms of partisan neutrality rather than rights protection. To be sure, there are some accounts of normative legitimacy of apex judiciaries that may be less about nonpartisan neutrality than most, and may even put rights protection at the very heart of what a normatively justified Supreme Court would do. The trouble is that none of the personnel reforms credibly advance that form of legitimacy. It is, alas, unclear that any reforms of the Supreme Court we can imagine would do so—thus it cannot be an argument against disempowering reforms that they fail to do so.

Of course, personnel reforms might plausibly stave off the threat posed by the current conservative majority on the Supreme Court in the short term—though evidence suggests that the most extreme fears of the majority’s consequences for abortion and other rights have proved premature. Our point is that, even conceding the possibility of threats to rights, relegitimation is hardly well-designed to achieve this end exclusively and narrowly. On the contrary, given recent baselines before the need to “save” the Supreme Court became apparent, relegitimation involves far greater risk for confirming the endemic judicial underenforcement of rights of the vulnerable and weak, and potentially even overenforcement of those of the powerful and wealthy.

And if the suggestion is that personnel reforms achieve short-term democratic legitimation by updating the bench to match the popular will, then any improvement they might achieve in rights protection is also available legislatively.

199. Such accounts were admittedly pervasive at midcentury. Even among “conservatives” like Alexander Bickel, it was commonsense that “courts have certain capacities for dealing with matters of principle that legislatures and executives do not possess . . . . Their insulation and the marvelous mystery of time gives courts the capacity to appeal to men’s better natures, to call forth their aspirations, which may have been forgotten in the moment’s hue and cry.” ALEXANDER M. BICKEL, THE LEAST DANGEROUS BRANCH: THE SUPREME COURT AT THE BAR OF POLITICS 25–26 (1962). Such innocence was overthrown by what Jürgen Habermas called “the dissolution of the liberal paradigm of law” — a paradigm that had empowered judiciaries in terms of basic values such as moral rights. Its overthrow then required the most prominent cases for judicial review to be more democratic in rationale, as in John Hart Ely’s or Habermas’s own elaborate case for it. See JÜRGEN HABERMAS, BETWEEN FACTS AND NORMS: CONTRIBUTIONS TO A DISCOURSE THEORY OF LAW AND DEMOCRACY 240–53 (William Rehg trans., 1996).
Either way, there is no way to conclude that disempowering reforms would lead to more abuse of rights than other reform options, and may well lead to their greater vindication.

D. Regularity

A separate aim of many reforms is to regularize the appointment of Supreme Court justices. According to the standard narrative, the Supreme Court appointment process has grown increasingly fractious since the Senate rejected Robert Bork’s nomination in 1987. Today, it is popular to insist that the appointment process is “dysfunctional,” “broken,” or otherwise in disrepair.

Complaints about the dysfunction of the appointment process are typically coupled with worries about undue “ politicization.” As discussed above, worries about politicization go to the Supreme Court’s legitimacy. Apart from legitimacy, however, several reformers allege concern with the functionality of the appointment process. According to these scholars and advocates, increased “polarization” and the stakes of judicial appointments have resulted in a system burdened by gridlock and that encourages destabilizing political tactics.

Most of the contestation over Supreme Court appointments is tied directly to important normative disputes within our political community. As such, so long as Supreme Court justices continue to wield tremendous authority, it is both predictable and appropriate that political actors will fight aggressively for control of the Court. Given the stakes, efforts to regularize the appointment process through mere shifts in personnel will predictably fail.

To see why, take the proposal to impose term limits on Supreme Court justices. As described above, this proposal would, in its most popular form, allot one Supreme Court appointment per congressional term, with each justice

---

200. Sometimes it is other forms of regularity, as in Bruce Ackerman’s intervention in the court reform debate with a proposal to import the German bifurcation of its highest courts into statutory and constitutional bodies (to which he adds the proposal to expand the overall number of personnel) in the name of “uniform law.” Bruce Ackerman, Trust in the Justices of the Supreme Court Is Waning. Here Are Three Ways to Fortify the Court, L.A. TIMES (Dec. 20, 2018), https://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-ackerman-supreme-court-reconstruction-20181220-story.html [https://perma.cc/BVK5-TP5X]In the text, we focus on input regularity as opposed to the output regularity Ackerman prioritizes.

201. As Hemel observes, this narrative is questionable. Hemel, supra note 50.


204. See supra notes 131–144 and accompanying text.

permitted to serve for a period of eighteen years.\textsuperscript{206} One of the supposed advantages of this reform is that it would help regularize the appointment process by lowering the stakes of individual appointments.\textsuperscript{207} Because each president “gets two appointments per term,” the motivation to contest specific appointments is, we are told, substantially less.\textsuperscript{208}

Notice, however, that each president “get[ting]” two appointments is more hope than promise under this scheme. Because its advice and consent function would remain the same, an opposition Senate would retain the incentive to reject nominations, thereby helping to accrue partisan advantage on the Supreme Court over time. Even if quorum and vacancy rules would eventually force the choice of confirming a nominee or rendering the Supreme Court incapable of issuing binding judgments,\textsuperscript{209} a strategic opposition might easily prefer to effectively empower the courts of appeals, building partisan advantage at that level through similar tactics.

The point here is that Supreme Court term limits would do little to deter an opposition party from engaging in constitutional hardball. While true that the stakes of an eighteen-year appointment would be lower than an appointment of an indefinite tenure, determining the ideological character of the Supreme Court would remain an enormously high-stakes affair. If the fate of climate or health care legislation, say, were to continue to rest with that institution, it would be malpractice for progressives \textit{not} to do everything within their power to ensure that the Supreme Court was progressively inclined.

Other purportedly regularizing personnel reforms suffer from similar defects. Partisan-balance requirements, for example, would present an opposition Senate with the same opportunity to refuse to confirm nominees to seats assigned to the President’s party. Again, an opposition Senate might be left with the choice of confirming a nominee or depriving the Supreme Court of a quorum, but as our current politics shows, such aggressive tactics are sometimes appealing.\textsuperscript{210} Merit selection presents similar issues, though this time with both the President and the Senate. Barring constitutional amendment, any potential nominees chosen by a nonpartisan or bipartisan panel would have to be

\textsuperscript{206} See, e.g., Cramton, \textit{supra} note 101, at 1323.

\textsuperscript{207} See, e.g., Ornstein, \textit{supra} note 62 ("It would to some degree lower the temperature on confirmation battles by making the stakes a bit lower.").


\textsuperscript{209} Some proposals, for example, allow for an additional appointment in a given congressional term only in case of “retirement, death or removal,” and provide that six justices constitute a quorum. Carrington & Cramton, \textit{supra} note 101.

\textsuperscript{210} The Federal Elections Commission, for example, has lacked a quorum for significant stretches in recent years. See Brian Naylor, As FEC Nears Shutdown, Priorities Such as Stopping Election Interference on Hold, NPR (Aug. 30, 2019), https://www.npr.org/2019/08/30/755523088/as-fec-nears-shutdown-priorities-such-as-stopping-election-interference-on-hold [https://perma.cc/STF5-P9J2].
nominated by the President formally. 211 Given a cooperative Senate, a boldly progressive or conservative President would have little reason to assent to the sort of centrist or moderate candidate such panels are designed to produce. The same would be true for a stridently progressive or conservative Senate. Why settle for a “compromise” nominee when one has the leverage to demand more?

The complication with lottery systems is slightly different. As described above, such proposals would replace our system of permanent Supreme Court justices with panels composed of randomly selected judges from the federal courts of appeals or permanent associate justices drawn from an enlarged pool. Pursuant to this reform, although the Supreme Court as such would retain its authority, the authority of the individual judges who make up the Court would be substantially reduced. On this scheme, individual judicial appointments would be less significant than the appointment of justices today. 212 Still, because this proposal would make every federal court of appeals judge a potential Supreme Court justice, the stakes of filling court of appeals vacancies would increase accordingly. Given the already rising level of contestation over such nominations, it is hence easy to imagine a panel system causing appointment “dysfunction” merely to spread.

Again and again, we see the same basic issue. Under our constitutional scheme, both the President and Senate have a say in the appointment of justices. 213 Because Supreme Court justices wield tremendous authority and because ideology determines in part how they wield it, those two parties will be disposed to fight should their ideologies differ. The intensity of that disposition will depend, of course, on the strength of their ideological disagreement. In a country racked with intense political disagreement, however, that disposition is going to be incredibly strong at least some of the time. Given the intensity of that disposition, comparatively small adjustments like the imposition of term limits would barely affect, say, an opposition Senate’s decision-making calculus. With the stakes of appointments so incredibly high, such modest if salutary reforms are not at the requisite scale.

By comparison, more aggressive disempowering reforms might at least register with a president or opposition Senate. Stripping courts of jurisdiction over constitutional cases or requiring a supermajority to declare federal legislation invalid, for example, would meaningfully reduce the stakes for Supreme Court appointments and judicial appointments more generally. Even with its authority so limited, the Court’s ideological character would continue to matter even outside of constitutional or politically significant cases. Still, in terms of stakes, disempowering reforms would make the appointment of justices more akin to the appointment of agency officials. To be sure, the appointment of

211. See infra notes 248–251 and accompanying text.
212. See Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 184 (touting as an advantage of this proposal that it “reduce[s] the stakes of individual nominations”).
213. See U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
such officials is also increasingly contested, as should be expected in polarized times. In terms of regularization, then, even aggressive disempowering reforms can only promise modest benefits.

E. Pragmatism

A less conceptually ambitious but equally commonplace framework for evaluating a reform scheme is pragmatism: case-by-case consideration of the reform’s outcomes. This criterion is not oriented to the legitimacy of the Supreme Court either as an apolitical, neutral institution or as one made safe for democratic life. Pragmatism appeals to a narrower kind of legitimacy: one of output. Are the results of Supreme Court decision-making good (enough), or at least not bad (enough)? But the truth is that, as our parentheticals indicate, such a criterion is overwhelmingly oriented to harm avoidance, pointing not to good results but to ones that are a tolerable mix of outcomes, or—even more modestly—do not incur grievous enough harm.214

As an example of pragmatism in action, consider June Medical Services v. Russo,215 the Court’s latest consideration of an already whittled-away abortion right. The case might have constrained that right further, reducing the number of Louisiana clinics where women can seek abortions from four to one, but instead protected the right. In the hours after the decision, liberal outlets responded with a palpable relief. Early narratives said Chief Justice Roberts had “betrayed” his conservative movement in failing to grasp a long-sought prize here, and in his vote two weeks earlier to extend statutory civil rights protection to sexual orientation.216 Yet commenters also noted that Roberts’ majority decision, clearly in response to the erosion of the Supreme Court’s sociological legitimacy, also opened the way to less brazen legislative curtailments of abortion rights in the future.217 Though not the dire outcome long feared, Roberts’s controlling opinion was widely recognized as a terrible blow for the very right it purported to preserve.

214. Interpreted not as actual proposals but as credible threats, of course, not only might any distinction between personnel and disempowering reforms melt away, but their feasibility as threats would increase with their legality no longer relevant—but absent some sort of climactic confrontation as in the 1930s, such threats would merely produce inadequate pragmatic betterment, in particular by shifting Roberts’ vote in high-profile cases.


Routinely, pragmatism really amounts to what one might call a Supreme Court liberalism of fear.218 It greets the fact that justices have not eroded past progressive gains, while also restraining the conservative majority from experiments that are too perilous—as if such triangulation were a worthy cause. This pragmatic sensibility surges in real time at the end of each Supreme Court term as observers, though far from celebration, welcome individual case results as examples of the institution not doing its worst. Chief Justice John Roberts has, over the last decade, become the icon for this approach,219 sometimes abetted by due respect for Justice Elena Kagan as a master strategist of achieving harm avoidance through compromise with conservatives.220

Assuming the pragmatic rationale really does minimize harm in the absence of a possibility of help—both prongs of which are easy to dispute—it could succeed on its own terms. For many, however, it tolerates the enormous harm it says it avoids while foreclosing help through institutional creativity backed by political action. Worse, the rationale’s price is a set of unacceptable baselines that it defends. The basic objection to this outlook, then, is that it is not very pragmatic. What is pragmatic about accepting the continued erosion of current baselines that leave cherished liberal policies like abortion rights221 and affirmative action222 hanging by a thread, even as multi-decade conservative inroads in many doctrines—including edging up to the deconstruction of the administrative state221—continue accruing? Such “pragmatism” allows existing doctrines and case law to remain entrenched, on the rationale that the Supreme Court could worsen them. For progressives, by contrast, the current baselines are the problem and could allow a Supreme Court, even one saved from doing its worst, to damage their legislative proposals. The pragmatic framework rests content with the existing baseline of stunted left-wing policy, as if a right-wing adventurism blocked by John Roberts justified the threat a powerful Supreme Court—and John Roberts himself—would pose to genuine progressive reform were it to emerge.


222. See Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin, 570 U.S. 297 (2013).

In fairness, one sometimes senses that pragmatism shelters the utopian hope that someday the Supreme Court will return to its predestined role institutionalizing justice in the country. That maximalism can take refuge in minimalism does not mean the permanent replacement of the one by the other. Indeed, pragmatists often feel that depression about outlooks—acceptance of bad outcomes because they could be worse—is in fact justified solely because the alternative is to attack the Supreme Court itself, to which they profess independent allegiance. “The Roberts court, against all expectations, has made this battered country a better, safer place[,]” wrote senior courtwatcher Linda Greenhouse in response to the recent abortion case, epitomizing the pragmatic stance.224 “For now[,]” she clarified—adding that, while she “breathed a deep sigh of relief,” it was not just for the Louisiana women affected but also “for the Supreme Court itself, for having avoided plunging along with Justices Clarence Thomas, Samuel Alito, Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh into an institutional abyss.”225 In other words, the pragmatist acceptance of an unacceptable baseline requires some justification other than pragmatism itself. If it were plausible that keeping the Supreme Court from the abyss for now would allow it to ascend to the empyrean later, “pragmatism” might make sense. But it’s not, which reveals pragmatism to be a kind of utopianism.

The limitations of pragmatism—normally deployed by those uninterested in or wary of institutional reform debates—make it a weak candidate for justifying Supreme Court reform. As a potential rationale for reform, pragmatism faces the threshold worry that it is the default stance of those who complacently accept the institution as it is. It is hard to imagine a compelling justification for institutional reform that appeals to slightly better outcomes and does not shift major baselines. Nor, if pragmatists called for reform out of exasperation with enough bad news, does their framework obviously help select among reforms.

There is no denying that Supreme Court reform in the name of pragmatic output legitimacy could make sense on its own terms—a slightly less scary nightmare is worthwhile if waking up is not an option—even if it entrenches the prevailing low expectations for output. It might face a constituency problem: if those interested in Supreme Court reform at all move to put pressure on the mainstream acceptance of the institution in current form, it is because they are dissatisfied with how little pragmatism currently boasts. If they adopted a pragmatic rationale for evaluating their prospects, advocates of Supreme Court reform would have to rationalize embarking on an agenda that will be decried as radical when their ends are merely to reinstate low expectations at a somewhat higher level. And if it is true that the Supreme Court could indeed get even worse

225. Id.
either by abandoning favorite progressive precedents or minting novel conservative doctrines, pragmatic reform would not necessarily change this.

The framework also provides little help for selecting among imaginable reforms, especially compared to a democracy criterion for evaluating them. Once again, contrast a partisan balance scheme with a jurisdiction stripping one. The first might well aim to “reset” the current lopsided ideological configuration of the Supreme Court by repopulating the justices and depriving conservatives of their current majority. But while this scheme is a pragmatic choice to reset the Supreme Court to a stage prior to Justice Neil Gorsuch, a Justice Merrick Garland on the bench instead would have resulted in modest doctrinal variation at best. Such reform does nothing to reverse decades-long drift or to prepare the ground for progressive legislative reform, which in fact it leaves almost as endangered as before.

Supreme Court personnel reforms on pragmatist terms might achieve slightly better outputs than before. But the same is true of disempowering reforms. At worst, jurisdiction stripping simply leaves things the way they are, made no worse by Supreme Court intervention—this time because it is disempowered to act. The same is true of a supermajority rule. At worst, it would stabilize current doctrine because not enough votes are available for a conservative majority to erode past progressive victories or to set off in radical new directions of its own. In short, whatever modest improvement of current baselines that personnel reforms justified pragmatically can achieve, those justified democratically can as well. At best, those latter reforms may make room for political branches to alter existing baselines by passing legislation that a disempowered Supreme Court can no longer block as easily.

Contesting a pragmatic view through progressive beliefs, personnel reform sounds like a choice between resting content with the current Roberts Court or turning it back into the one in which Roberts could indulge his priors while allowing Justice Kennedy to control the right instead of him. By contrast, disempowering reforms, by sidelining the institution altogether, far more plausibly allow a potential shift away from a pragmatism of harm avoidance and reduction to make room for progressive reform if the political branches settle on it. That may, in the end, be the only durably pragmatic hope Americans have in the future.

---

IV. FEASIBILITY

Part III assessed reform proposals in terms of desirability. Here, we turn to feasibility, asking which reforms stand a chance at successful implementation. To do so, we evaluate the various proposals according to two criteria. First, we consider whether a given proposal would be legal, which is to say consistent with the Constitution without amendment. Second, we look at political feasibility, examining whether a stable coalition might emerge in support of a reform.

As we show below, both personnel and disempowering reforms are subject to legal objection. In most cases, however, those objections admit of rejoinders, leaving the two approaches roughly on par. Similarly, while any reform faces an uphill political battle, we argue that disempowering reforms have at least as good a chance as personnel reforms at garnering coalitional support.

A. Legal

The legality of different reform proposals has been covered exhaustively by existing scholarship. In this brief survey, we suggest that both personnel and disempowering reforms are fairly characterized as legally plausible. Because both types of reforms are vulnerable to judicial obstruction, the fate of either would depend on the willingness of the political branches to push back in support.

1. Personnel Reforms

Among personnel reforms, court-packing is probably the most uncontroversially legal. As others have documented, the number of seats on the Supreme Court has been set since its inception by statute, and Congress has adjusted the size of the Court—from six to seven, to nine, to ten, back to nine—numerous times. This longstanding congressional practice couples with relative constitutional textual silence. While Article III assumes the existence of a Supreme Court and Article I, section 3 that there will be a Chief Justice, nothing else in the text seems to bear on how large or small the Court must be.

227. Judiciary Act 1789, ch. 20, § 1, 1 Stat. 73 (establishing a Supreme Court consisting of a chief justice and five associate justices).
231. Circuit Judges Act of 1869, § 1, 16 Stat. 44.
232. See also Judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 3, 2 Stat. 89 (reducing the number of associate justices on the Supreme Court to five upon the next vacancy); Judiciary Act of 1802, 2 Stat. 156 (negating the “midnight judges” act).
233. Article III’s grant of life tenure and salary protection probably does, however, prohibit reducing the size of the Supreme Court by eliminating the seat of a sitting justice. See U.S. CONST. art. III, § 1. This is relevant to proposals that would designate sitting justices either “senior” justices or judges on the courts of appeals. See infra notes 241–242 and accompanying text.
Such historical and textual evidence notwithstanding, court-packing has been and continues to be subject to legal objection. For instance, the 1937 Senate Judiciary Committee declared President Franklin Roosevelt’s court-packing proposal unconstitutional. According to the Committee, the apparent purpose of the reform was to “appl[y] force to the judiciary,” coercing it to adopt a “line of decision” that it otherwise would not. The proposal, the Committee continued, was “an invasion of the judicial power such as has never been attempted” before, alleging that prior adjustments to the Court’s size were not intended to “influence . . . decisions.”

After court-packing, the legality of personnel reforms gets murkier. Panel systems, for example, typically require individuals to be appointed both as a federal circuit court judge and as an associate justice. As Epps and Sitaraman concede, one could argue that such dual appointments would be unconstitutional, reasoning that both Article III and the Appointments Clause understand those two offices as distinct and so not to be combined or jointly held by some individual. Maybe more worrisome, transitioning to a panel system could be characterized as effectively removing sitting justices from office in violation of Article III.

Term limits for Supreme Court justices are vulnerable to analogous objections. Imposing term limits on all federal judges would plainly require constitutional amendment. For the Supreme Court, the proposed workaround is for appointees to serve as active justices for a fixed term, after which those individuals would transition either to “senior” status, sitting only in the event of recusal or temporary disability, or to acting as judges on the federal courts of


235. S. REP. NO. 711, at 8 (1937) (treating the “constitutional impropriety” of such motivates as obvious).

236. Id. at 12; Bradley & Siegel, supra note 234, at 274 & n.107 (suggesting that prior changes were politically motivated).

237. See U.S. CONST. art. III, § 1 (referring to “Judges, both of the supreme and inferior Courts”).

238. See U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 2 (granting the President the power to appoint “Judges of the supreme Court” as well as “other Officers of the United States . . . which shall be established by Law”).

239. See Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 186; see also McGinnis, supra note 101, at 545 (“The most natural reading [of this language] may require (and the Framers certainly expected) judges to be appointed to a distinct Supreme Court . . . .”). Epps and Sitaraman argue that the historical practice of Supreme Court justices “riding circuit” undercut this objection. Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 187; see also Steven G. Calabresi & Joan L. Larsen, One Person, One Office: Separation of Powers or Separation of Personnel?, 79 CORNELL L. REV. 1045, 1122 (1994) (observing that whereas the Constitution expressly bars members of Congress from holding other constitutional offices, there is no analogous provision for judges or justices).

240. See U.S. CONST. art. III, § 1 (providing that judges “shall hold their Offices during good Behaviour”). But see Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 185 (arguing that sitting justices “would simply enter the lottery” along with the 171 newly appointed justices). This concern applies equally to panel systems that expand the number of permanent justices, insofar as sitting justices would, under such proposals, effectively be demoted to part time.
appeals. The senior status proposal invites charges of effective removal from office. Rotating justices to circuit court judges is more promising (though not without concern). And even that approach leaves the issue of sitting justices, who would either have to be removed without being “removed” or allowed to depart the Supreme Court over time.

Partisan balance reforms are open to challenge as well. Partisan balance is a familiar feature of agency design and has generally been upheld by courts, though we lack a definitive endorsement along the lines of Humphrey’s Executor. Partisan balance on courts, however, raises distinctive questions. For one, the Supreme Court is, unlike the Federal Elections Commission or the Securities and Exchange Commission, a creature of the Constitution, suggesting that Congress may have less discretion in setting qualifications for Supreme Court justices. More still, depending on the formulation, conditioning appointment to the Court upon the party affiliation of the appointee or the appointing president or on the approval of some congressional block would present either First Amendment or Appointments Clause concerns.

Last, merit selection presents obvious Appointments Clause worries insofar as the recommendations of the selection committee are binding. Epps and Sitaraman cleverly try to avoid this worry by assigning appointment of a subset of justices to the other, regularly appointed justices and then limiting the pool of potential Supreme Court justices to judges previously appointed to lower federal courts. In so doing, Epps and Sitaraman attempt to mirror the widely accepted practice of federal judges sitting “by designation” in different jurisdictions and at different levels of the judicial hierarchy. Even here, though, the Supreme Court’s current hostility to institutional innovation poses a serious challenge, as no lower court judge has ever sat by designation on the Supreme Court.

241. E.g., Roosevelt & Vassilas, supra note 139; Cramton, supra note 101, at 1324.
242. See supra notes 137–240 and accompanying text.
244. See U.S. CONST. art. III, § 1 (vesting the judicial power in “one supreme Court”).
245. See Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 204 (suggesting that presidents be required to choose nominees from a list prepared by Senate leadership of the relevant party).
246. See Adams v. Governor of Del., 914 F.3d 827, 843 (3d Cir. 2019) (holding that state supreme court partisan affiliation requirement infringed upon freedom of association for unaffiliated state residents).
247. See Stephen E. Sachs, Supreme Court as Superweapon: A Response to Epps & Sitaraman, 129 YALE L.J. 93, 99 (2019) (arguing that limiting the President’s choices to a congressionally approved list would “seize” the President’s Appointment Clause power).
248. See id. at 99.
249. See Epps & Sitaraman, supra note 15, at 201–02.
250. See id. at 201.
2. Disempowering Reforms

Disempowering reforms are also legally contestable. Jurisdiction stripping is perhaps the most aggressive reform and famously raises numerous constitutional questions—questions that become more difficult the more comprehensive the strip. In particular, the Supreme Court has remarked repeatedly that “serious” concerns “would arise if a federal statute were construed to deny any judicial forum for a colorable constitutional claim.”

Such worries apply to specific constitutional issues, let alone to broad categories of claims.

Despite this controversy, stripping courts of jurisdiction, even over constitutional challenges, has strong textual footing. As numerous scholars have observed, Article III’s grant of authority to Congress to “make . . . Exceptions” to the Supreme Court’s appellate jurisdiction while at the same time placing the existence of “inferior” federal courts entirely within congressional control suggests that Congress enjoys sweeping authority concerning federal jurisdiction. And as to state courts, both the Supremacy Clause and the Necessary and Proper Clause appear to provide Congress substantial discretion there as well. Taken together, Christopher Sprigman argues that these features indicate the Constitution “gives to Congress the power to choose whether it must answer, in a particular instance, to judges or to voters,” relying in some instances on political rather than judicial checks to enforce constitutional constraints.

Voting rules present different issues. Sachs, for instance, argues that a supermajority rule for constitutional invalidation would amount to Congress “pick[ing] and choos[ing] among different substantive holdings,” requiring a “supermajority to express one legal conclusion,” but allowing a “minority of Justices” to uphold another. Similarly, Evan Caminker worries that “Article III implicitly mandates that the Supreme Court decide cases by bare-majority rule.” And likewise, Epps and Sitaraman acknowledge that some read Article III as granting the Court exclusive or final authority to “decide how to resolve its own cases.”

Jed Shugerman has offered the most comprehensive response to these objections. He begins by noting that the Court already makes various decisions...
pursuant to non-majority rules—whether to grant certiorari, for example. In addition, Shugerman observes, Congress already exercises authority over how the Court operates, defining by statute, for example, how many justices constitute a quorum. Last, as to the concern about Congress dictating substantive holdings, Shugerman argues, channeling Frank Easterbrook, that supermajority rule should be conceived as a constraint on the Court’s jurisdiction, depriving it of jurisdiction to pass on a constitutional question if only a bare majority of justices vote in favor of unconstitutionality.

Finally, proposals for a legislative override raise fundamental questions about the constitutional basis of judicial review. In its weaker form, a legislative override would amount to an assertion of constitutional departmentalism, respecting individual judicial judgments but reserving to Congress the right to interpret the Constitution independently. Departmentalism has a strong legal and historical pedigree. At the same time, this sort of limited override would leave the Supreme Court as the final arbiter on most constitutional matters, especially in areas such as climate change in which only a single judgment could substantially undermine federal policy. By contrast, allowing for a legislative override that displaces or precludes future contrary judicial judgments requires, by definition, a rejection of what Mark Tushnet calls “[s]trong-form” judicial review. It is widely (though not universally) accepted that the Constitution provides for that form of review with respect to individual judgments, making displacement of judgments an uphill constitutional battle. With respect to future contrary judgments, however, one could fashion a legislative override as a forward-looking strip of jurisdiction, depriving courts of the opportunity to issue analogous judgments going forward. Such an override would, of course, inherit the constitutional questions surrounding jurisdiction stripping more generally.

259. See Shugerman, supra note 114, at 894 (observing that the Supreme Court has adopted non-majority rules for granting both certiorari and holds).
260. See id. at 910.
261. See Frank H. Easterbrook, Statutes’ Domains, 50 U. CHI. L. REV. 533 (1983) (arguing in the statutory context that courts should construe statutes of depriving them of jurisdiction in the event that interpretive questions fail to admit of “clear” answers).
262. See Shugerman, supra note 114, at 990–91.
264. See Maggie Blackhawk, Legislative Constitutionalism (unpublished manuscript) (on file with authors) (describing Congress’s longstanding practice of developing constitutional meaning apart from the judiciary).
265. For example, a suit by major fossil fuel companies questioning the constitutionality of the Green New Deal.
267. See, e.g., Saikrishna Prakash & John Yoo, Against Interpretive Supremacy, 103 MICH. L. REV. 1539, 1541 (2005). Here we set aside legislative “overrides” that would not preclude future contrary judicial judgments. Such overrides would amount to an assertion of constitutional departmentalism.
268. See supra notes 252–255 and accompanying text.
In sum, both personnel and democratic reforms are vulnerable to constitutional objection. Few if any of those objections are knockdown. Both types of reform are, broadly speaking, legally plausible. Nonetheless, to call both types of reform plausible is not to say that the current Court would rule in their favor. The Court has been hostile to institutional innovation, as well as protective of its present character and authority. It would be presumptively hostile to almost any of these proposals. As we see today, though, the Court is also acutely aware of its relative institutional power. Ultimately, the likelihood of success for any of these plausible legal theories depends upon the political support in their favor.

B. Political

A separate question from the legal availability of these reforms concerns their political feasibility. By “political feasibility,” we mean the range of non-legal constraints and possibilities that might make enacting one reform rather than another less or more likely.

In the litigious real world, legality may loom large in the political feasibility of any reform. Still, separating the criteria is useful. There is no point in pursuing one reform, however legally plausible, if it is wholly infeasible on other grounds. Conversely, the ease of forming a coalition or gathering momentum for a given reform might offset its legal challenges. The worry that institutional intervention will cause “spirals” of tit-for-tat partisan response is also serious enough to warrant separate treatment; such a destructive cycle of vengeance is to be avoided, other things being equal. As with feasibility generally, this specific risk of spiraling varies across different reforms tremendously.

Our essential contention is that personnel reforms are no more politically feasible and often less so than disempowering reforms are (in part because the latter are not plausibly subject to the risk of spiraling out of control). If legality is no bar to more desirable proposals for Supreme Court reform, neither is political feasibility.

1. In General

Political feasibility is often treated as a hard constraint, forbidding Supreme Court reform of any kind. And the suggestion that any institutional intervention is unavailable affects personnel and disempowering reforms alike. It makes sense to begin, therefore, with the argument that a progressive frame makes more plausible—if not necessary—a lifting of the usual marginalization of reform of the Supreme Court. Dispute about which reform is feasible, after all, pales beside the consensus that none is.

269. See, e.g., Adrian Vermeule, Political Constraints on Supreme Court Reform, 90 MINN. L. REV. 1154 (2006).
But the erosion of that belief in the last few years means its grounds are no longer what they once were. Supreme Court reform was once a fringe notion, and figures as different as Earl Warren and Adrian Vermeule have concurred that it would remain so forever. In 1974, Warren reflected that reformers had not only “consistently fallen under the weight of their own ineptitude,” but the Supreme Court itself “has remained steadfast as an institution,” and “prevailed . . . over those who would destroy its function and its symbol as the chief architect of our constitutional way of life.”

A quarter-century later, as minor proposals to impose term limitations on Supreme Court justices were percolating, Vermeule offered an elaborate rationale for why Supreme Court reform could never happen. While he grudgingly acknowledged that it is not that “structural reform is impossible,” the hard truth is that “it is systematically unlikely to occur.”

But there is no doubt that it has become more mainstream today than in nearly a century. As Roberto Unger once remarked in another context, “The distance between the unthinkable and the familiar may be short in the history of politics and of law.”

One might reply—and the end of the 2019 term substantiates it—that the Chief Justice or an alliance of liberals and conservatives on the court will always prioritize decreasing the feasibility of reform by avoiding sufficiently outrageous outcomes. On one hand, there is currently an alliance of sentiment between “pragmatists,” who operate with a harm reduction philosophy while never challenging the institutional foundations of Supreme Court partisanship or power. On the other hand, there are justices who rank sociological legitimacy over other concerns, even when it means that conservatives deny themselves the disruptive outcomes they may have spent a career preparing to reach. This suggests that Supreme Court reform can never become feasible; to the extent it looms, steps to postpone it will be taken.

There are two responses to such a hypothesis. The first is that it is hardly guaranteed that the line of feasibility is set in stone, however assiduously managed by those who wish to draw it just far enough so that it is never reached. On the contrary, it is widely recognized that, with the Supreme Court moving further right after Kennedy was replaced by Roberts as median justice, the line of feasibility has been eroded to a remarkable extent. And the events of the late Lochner era prove that there certainly are conditions for it to be erased altogether. The “four horsemen” before the switch in time aroused sufficient political rage to prompt open national debate about the role of the Court in the constitutional order. Judicial intransigence has occurred, and the politics of its overcoming too,

271. Vermeule, supra note 269, at 1154. We respond to Vermeule’s main reason for his conclusion infra.
273. See supra Part III.C.
albeit with the results of doctrinal rather than institutional reform.\textsuperscript{274} It is hard to understand what arguments could acknowledge the feasibility of the first but deny the second. The basic answer to the premise that Supreme Court reform could never be feasible is captured by the Georgia deacon when asked if he believes in baptism by total immersion. “Believe in it?” he replies. “I’ve seen it done!”\textsuperscript{275}

Far more important, it takes two to tango. The variable of popular mobilization is central to the feasibility of Supreme Court reform. In a progressive frame, America looks to be moving from a period of quiescence to one of radicalization, and for good reason. If so, no amount of management of institutional credibility inside and outside the Court can avoid answering to the changing—sometimes rapidly changing—demands of mobilized populations. This popular will can and should outstrip any amount of flexibility in Court self-management, even in the most generous scenario. Of course, we can embroil ourselves in a debate between followers of Robert Dahl,\textsuperscript{276} who contend that the Supreme Court just follows popular opinion, and those of President Franklin Roosevelt, who reply that, even if “ultimately the people and the Congress have had their way” in the long run, “that word ‘ultimately’ covers a terrible cost.”\textsuperscript{277} Our point is merely that even if maximum political feasibility concerns are deployed to keep the Supreme Court’s current institutional form stable, its need to engage in doctrinal management to keep the threat of reform at bay could increasingly fail—making such reform more and more plausible.

It is also worth noting that the opposite perspective, which turns feasibility concerns against our exploration of Supreme Court reform, will not work either. On this view, opponents of any reform might claim that, if statutory reform is available, then options like constitutional amendment or revision make more sense. Our response is that there is a great deal of distance between the threshold

\textsuperscript{274} In her exhaustive survey of jurisdiction stripping, for example, Tara Leigh Grove shows that minorities in Congress have successfully blocked proposals of all kinds, while presidents have often opposed efforts to strip the Court of jurisdiction over constitutional claims. But constitutional confrontation has occurred, and the fact that a doctrinal shift (ultimately temporary) occurred in 1937 suggests that an institutional one could substitute this next time. See Tara Leigh Grove, The Structural Safeguards of Federal Jurisdiction, 124 HARV. L. REV. 869, 870–74, 884–86, 888–940 (2011) (describing legislative history of jurisdiction-stripping measures); Tara Leigh Grove, The Article II Safeguards of Federal Jurisdiction, 112 COLUM. L. REV. 250, 251–55, 268–86, 307–12 (2012) (discussing presidential attitudes and noting exceptions).

\textsuperscript{275} For lawyers, the best source of the anecdote is Abram Chayes, The Authority of the United States Executive to Interpret, Articular, or Violate the Norms of International Law, 80 PROC. ANN. MEETING AM. ASS’N INT’L L. 297 (1986).


\textsuperscript{277} Roosevelt, supra note 171.
for institutional reform by statute and the threshold for a constitutional amendment to pass Congress and win approval from the requisite states.\textsuperscript{278} In fact, due to well-rehearsed reasons, proceeding by constitutional amendment through Congress (to say nothing of a convention, whether for amending or replacing the original text) is practically unthinkable for the moment, even compared to the currently narrow likelihood of statutory intervention. The bolder ideas are increasingly familiar in American constitutional thought after a long absence, associated with commentators such as Sandy Levinson\textsuperscript{279} and Lawrence Lessig.\textsuperscript{280} But no matter the desirability of constitutional reform on its own terms, there can be no doubt that the statutory alteration of the Supreme Court within the existing constitutional framework is more feasible. One need not claim that amendments are wholly infeasible to easily conclude that the reforms we categorize and compare in this Article are far more so.

2. Personnel Reforms

Personnel changes have to be disaggregated in order to assess their political feasibility. This is not only because court-packing is more or less clearly legal compared to other more contestable personnel reforms, but also because it has received the huge lion’s share of attention in the debates that followed the blocked confirmation of then-Judge Garland. Court-packing or personnel expansion might seem like the most politically feasible reform. And it is true that, currently, it is one of two reforms—the other being term limitation\textsuperscript{281}—that has generated a contemporary advocacy group of its own. Its early familiarity and historical prominence have made expansion the go-to reform. To take one prominent example, Mark Tushnet, while mentioning that “it’s important to keep in mind the background concern about structural reform more generally[,]” has recently oriented his historic challenge to Supreme Court conservatism to court-packing (and chairs the academic advisory board of Pack the Court, the advocacy

\textsuperscript{278} The statutory reforms we survey here would require a majority of both houses of Congress where, per the Constitution, Article V, any amendments would require, by the most plausible path, a two-thirds supermajority at the congressional stage and a whopping three-quarters of the states.


\textsuperscript{281} Fix the Court also advocates for media and public access to oral argument, ethics code to fill the gap in coverage since the Supreme Court is not covered by the Code of Conduct for U.S. Judges, and clearer financial disclosure and recusal rules. See The Fixes, FIX THE COURT, https://fixthecourt.com/the-fixes/ [https://perma.cc/CCH9-BG9M].
group favoring this reform). It is this reform, rather than other ones, that has become “thinkable again.”

But familiarity can breed contempt, not just feasibility. The very prominence of court-packing, far from bolstering the feasibility of court expansion, could undercut it. Its uses in Eastern Europe in a wave of attacks on judicial independence are another strike against it. More Democrats—including Joseph Biden during his campaign to become Democratic Party nominee for president—are now on record opposing it more than any other reform, and its meteoric rise in recent debate means it elicited unique pushback. While President Franklin Roosevelt proved its use as a threat, at least on most accounts of the Supreme Court’s switch in time in the 1930s, the episode left bad enough memories in some quarters, raising its prominence only to undermine its feasibility now. Not least, court-packing is the reform most imaginably subject to tit-for-tat acts of repeated expansion without an institutional brake other than durable electoral dominance—a risk we treat separately below. For now, our point is just that the early prominence of court-packing, and the somewhat radioactive associations it acquired in the 1930s (and, even more, in some recent re-readings of that era), are an enormous strike against its political feasibility.

As for the other personnel reforms, they fall naturally into two sets, with deadly if opposite political feasibility concerns. One set is politically infeasible because it is utopian. Its proposals presuppose restoration of the status quo ante of a pre-polarized judiciary, against the background of endemic polarization that rules such restoration out. The other set is feasible but trivial. Term limitation


may well be the most plausibly available of the reforms, but only because it would not solve the problem that justifies reform in the first place.

Take merit selection or partisan balance to begin with. All of their imaginable or proposed versions reflect a utopian aspiration to bracket the very political breakdown (and opportunity) of contemporary American politics. They want to wish it away in favor of centrist partisan agreement that has evaporated in the very years that Supreme Court reform has become plausible. The framing of the problem these solutions presuppose rules them out in practice.

And besides this sort of infeasibility, many personnel changes also suffer from the mismatch between their technocratic or wonkish character and the progressive coalition that alone has prioritized Supreme Court reform in recent years. The Epps-Sitaraman hybrid proposal is exemplary in this regard. Its endorsement by Buttigieg—celebrated and reviled as a centrist technocrat—is revealing (much like his deference to “smarter legal minds than mine” and to the Yale Law Journal by name onstage at the October 15, 2019 debate of Democratic candidates for president).286 The point is not so much that obscurity afflicts personnel alternatives to court-packing, since disempowering reforms currently have the same problem. It is that the over-complication of some proposals depends on the belief that experts can find the formula to exit political crisis and stalemate. This dooms any case for their feasibility. What only law professors can understand, a popular movement will never demand.

On the other side of the mismatch between such personnel reforms and the rising progressive coalition, the reforms would fall badly short of progressive aspirations in an emergency, even if they were available. Progressives, to put it bluntly, are not rallying increasingly around the cause of Supreme Court reform to make the centrist ACA compromise invalidation-proof, or to postpone carbon neutrality to 2050 in hopes that massive concession in advance will save it from the kind of gutting the ACA has suffered in the past decade. Nor, to face expanding inequality, do progressives expect to avoid targeting wealth through direct taxes out of fear of a return to nineteenth-century jurisprudence.287 In a plausible political reality, a progressive coalition will support Supreme Court reform to make progressive legislation viable, and nothing short of it. That merit selection or partisan balance, for the sake of a Supreme Court in centrist equipoise, would surge in the quest to protect such legislation is even more of a fantasy than the feasibility of such reforms against the background of a polarized political class.

286. “Smarter legal minds than mine are discussing this in the Yale Law Journal and how this could be done without a constitutional amendment,” Buttigieg remarked. “But the point is that not everybody arrives on a partisan basis.” The October Democratic Debate Transcript, supra note 284.

If such personnel reforms fail the test of political feasibility because they are utopian, by contrast, term limitation might well work because it makes so little difference. Indeed, it is probably for this reason that the American people have considered this reform for decades, while disregarding bolder steps as out of bounds. As we’ve discussed throughout, the goal of term limitations is to ensure that opportunities to appoint Supreme Court justices are distributed evenly according to electoral outcomes. Such reforms would work less well than is often suggested since Congress cannot simply legislate away an obstructionist Senate. They would slightly lower the stakes of Supreme Court appointments and make it more likely that winning a presidential election would mean more chance to shape the Court’s ideological character. But that is all.

Laudable as such a reform might be, the imposition of Supreme Court term limits would give progressives little reason for solace. Under the standard proposal, Supreme Court justices would serve for terms of almost two decades, meaning that the dead hand of the recent past would continue to shape judicial policymaking in the present day. To ensure judicial approval of an ambitious legislative agenda, progressives would need to capture the presidency and different chambers of Congress not once but repeatedly, replacing justices from both conservative and more moderate periods. Given the difficulty of achieving sufficiently large legislative majorities to enact Green New Deal-type legislation, the additional burden of appointing sympathetic justices over years, if not decades, is one that progressives plainly ought to reject.

3. Disempowering Reforms

Given these concerns with personnel reforms, it seems natural to conclude that disempowering reforms would be no less politically feasible. And there are reasons to believe they would be more so.

Jurisdiction stripping may be different. The formidable legal objections it faces, especially where constitutional rights are concerned, affect its political feasibility. Its erosion of the subject-matter jurisdiction of the courts might well feel especially radioactive to some audiences. One possibility to exploit, on the model of the World War II price controls regime, is to couple stripping with reallocation of jurisdiction. This is almost certainly the more politically palatable move. Either way, there is no reason to believe that jurisdiction stripping would be less feasible on grounds of this kind other than aggressive moves like court-packing, which resemble East European analogues more closely than jurisdiction stripping does.

288. See, e.g., Mark Agrast, Judge Roberts and the Court-Stripping Movement, CTR. FOR AM. PROGRESS (Sept. 2, 2005), https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/courts/news/2005/09/02/1622/judge-roberts-and-the-court-stripping-movement/ [https://perma.cc/F6GA-B3ED] (reminding that it was once the right, including Roberts before his judicial career, pushing boundaries on jurisdiction stripping).

289. Yakus, supra note 111, with the proviso that this move would not satisfy those who insist that the federal judiciary retain jurisdiction over constitutional claims.
As noted above, some of the personnel reforms suffer feasibility concerns because of their technocratic complication. In contrast, all three of the main disempowering reforms considered—jurisdiction stripping, legislative override, and supermajority rule—have an inverse superiority because they are easier for a general public to understand and evaluate. Like the personnel reforms that have ever gained popularity, court expansion and term limitation, the disempowering reforms are clear and simple.290

One enormous advantage that disempowering reforms have over even clear and simple personnel reforms is that they can cut across existing partisan configuration by not aiming at direct partisan advancement. Disempowering reforms have a unique advantage in making possible conservative buy-in or even creative new coalition building. They have broader coalitional possibilities by redirecting partisan strife to other arenas, without favoring any direct partisan tilt themselves.

Court-packing exemplifies a personnel reform guaranteed to attract fierce and immediate resistance for serving Democrats, rather than democracy. But disempowering reforms favor electoral winners generally. True, not all personnel reforms seem as naked an attempt to secure momentary partisan advantage as others. But, as we have already argued, the broader constituency for term limitations could prompt buy-in from a much wider array of supporters mainly because its effect is likely to be so minimal. Other personnel reforms, like the balanced bench or merit selection, will look like Democratic partisan moves to conservatives who enjoy current preponderance in the federal courts. Meanwhile, the disempowering moves improve no one’s position, except those who go on to win elections at various levels.

As noted earlier, the critique of the Supreme Court and a number of its recent doctrines as antidemocratic—including in a number of dissents accusing the majority of elite power grabs291—has tended to be conservative in the last several generations, rather than liberal. This trend continued even after the conservative ascendancy in court output began in the 1970s. Since the early twentieth century, conservatives have tended to initiate disempowering institutional reforms to the Supreme Court, including the supermajority rule proposal.292

290. Of course, there are many dilemmas to face and fights to be had over the form and scope of such reforms: for example, how selectively to strip jurisdiction or what decisions should require supermajority threshold. But it is not as if resolving whether to require a supermajority for all constitutional invalidation or only that of federal law would change the clarity of the supermajority threshold per se.

291. The most famous examples are Justice Scalia’s dissents in gay rights cases. See Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 636 (1996); Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 586 (2003); see also Obergefell v. Hodges, 576 U.S. 644, 688 (2015) (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (characterizing the case as one about “whether, in our democratic republic, that decision should rest with the people acting through their elected representatives, or with five lawyers”).

292. See supra note 47.
It would probably go too far to suggest that calls for democracy, so familiar in conservative responses to some Supreme Court doctrine, would raise the feasibility of disempowering reforms by themselves. Right-wing commentators and judges who have spent decades calling for more democracy and less judicial authority are hardly locked into their rhetoric, not least since the judges have felt free to deploy their authority to their own ends. But it would not be rhetorically easy for those who have called for more democracy, rather than judicial control, to refuse its introduction now. By the same token, left-wing disempowering has some past commitments of its own to live down, since progressives have been fair-weather friends of democratic empowerment themselves. For both reasons, it would make more sense to treat disempowering reforms as invitation for coalition-building now, with potentially more chance of success than personnel reforms.

In particular, disempowering reforms avoid what Vermeule penetratingly calls the “trade-off between impartiality and motivation,” one of his reasons that he infers dooms Supreme Court reform altogether. On his account, nonpartisan attempts at institutional innovation lose the very short-term benefit that justifies and grounds support for reform in the first place. His example is term-limitations proposals that grandfather in extant justices so that no serving justice is deprived of life tenure. Disempowering proposals, which Vermeule does not consider per se, may suffer other problems but escape this one. That is, disempowering the court serves whatever majority can now take more security in the immunity of its lawmaking to invalidation. Abstractly, because of the institutional separation disempowering proposals rely on between a site of disempowerment (the court) and a site of contestation (the rest of politics), they can proceed neutrally in the first while retaining heated partiality in the second.

Indeed, since disempowering reforms have no direct implications for partisan empowerment in the short term, but instead favor whoever can muster majorities, there is reason to believe they can boast unique feasibility benefits in coalitional politics. Unlike personnel reforms, they harmonize with the partisan realignment that many anticipate or even consider necessary for a progressive movement beyond the limits of the country’s current partisan configuration—for example, to create a multiracial working-class party with broader appeal.
In some quarters, the fact that progressives might come to agreement with (some of) their usual enemies over disempowering reforms might seem like a strike against them. But in most imaginable scenarios, a compromise to shift partisan contention from the Supreme Court to political contest (where it belongs) would benefit, rather than hurt, progressives on the national level. Almost all the areas progressives care about, where the Supreme Court hasn’t delivered—from labor rights to partisan gerrymandering to racial justice—would benefit from democratization, whether or not the threat the Supreme Court poses to their legislative agenda crystallizes. And framing disempowering reform as a compromise that cuts across other ideological disputes would counteract the frequent anxiety that anything less than full engagement in partisan contention through the courts would amount to “unilateral disarmament.”297 A better and fairer way to conceive of disempowering reforms is as a weapons control regime within one arena, in order to concentrate fully on the fight in democratic arenas.

Of course, the greater political feasibility of disempowering reforms that this argument implies is not necessarily costless. Though our point is that judicial empowerment has not favored progressive victories lately, if ever, no one thinks that democratic processes ever guarantee them either. But as with rights above, it is hard to imagine that disempowering reforms would incur less constitutional supervision of the states, in either of two alternative scenarios. The first is that the reforms are calibrated to democratize power at the federal level without returning it to states, as in a supermajority requirement only for constitutional challenges to federal law. The second is that, even if such a reform were extended to challenges of the constitutionality of state law, it would require even more votes to overturn cases from Brown298 to Obergefell v. Hodges,299 and plausibly would never happen. In any event, what passes for federal supervision of outlying states is at its weakest in at least a half century, compatible with current outcomes like restricted abortion rights300 and the unconstitutionality of Medicaid expansion to populations that most need it.301 Nor is strengthening it through any reform of the judiciary an option.

But progressive victory in the political branches of the federal government with an opportunity to restart progressive reform is. The best answer to the fear that the feasibility of disempowering reforms would indulge intolerable new risks is that, while local autonomy would increase, and thus risk conservative rather than progressive gains, even greater rewards would plausibly accrue. Even if the expectation that disempowering would benefit conservatives rather than

297. See Richard S. Price & Thomas M. Keck, Movement Litigation and Unilateral Disarmament: Abortion and the Right to Die, 40 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 880, 881 (2015) (“[B]acklash critique amounts to a call for social movements to engage in unilateral disarmament by abandoning a significant venue for achieving policy change while their opponents continue to exploit that venue.”).
progressives in some places were well-founded, it would enhance the feasibility of disempowering reforms, allowing different and perhaps more buy-in than reforms that sought a rebalanced stalemate on the federal level would. And in exchange, it would allow for a progressive breakthrough on the federal level that the current Supreme Court, or even one with adjusted personnel, is unlikely to tolerate.

4. Spiraling

One of the most common responses to early court-packing proposals has been a debate about “constitutional hardball” in Tushnet’s language—the risk of spiraling tit-for-tat that any reform could prompt. But not all reforms are created equal in this regard either, and disempowering reforms boast the virtue of generally escaping the risk. Ironically, the political branches that can go to war repeatedly over some reforms to the “least dangerous branch” can forestall the escalation of reform merely by making it less dangerous. Not only do disempowering reforms work by a one-time fix rather than a repeatable move, but they disincentivize further reform of the court precisely by making it less powerful.

Tushnet coined the notion of “constitutional hardball” in 2004 to refer to a variety of high-stakes political interventions with the common feature that winners take all and losers suffer the consequences quasi-permanently. Not all such interventions succeed, and they may prompt reciprocal hardball when they get going (to stave off the results) or when they fail (in punishment for the attempt). Debates have raged about whether hardball has generally been asymmetric, with the frequent conclusion that Democrats have, for ideological and structural reasons, been willing to play by the rules and Republicans more likely to break them and more successfully so.

Whether or not this is true, Tushnet’s concept matters here because, very quickly on the reawakening of Supreme Court reform discussions, the idea was identified as a species of constitutional hardball. In some quarters, the susceptibility of court-packing schemes to spiraling was taken to delegitimize the whole enterprise, as if the concern were generalizable across all imaginable reforms. And it was asked: would court-packing actually advance Democratic
control of the Supreme Court through personnel change (even if justified as a matter of retroactive justice) or spark a civil war? Some feared it would spiral out of control, as it became normal for victorious parties simply to try to lock in more transient control by adding Supreme Court justices. It is even imaginable that such spirals could tighten further if losing parties on the way out attempted to expand the Supreme Court in advance of electoral victors doing the same. Indeed, as constitutional scholars know, a not too dissimilar scenario was the predicate for the establishment of judicial review itself in *Marbury v. Madison*. After Jefferson’s Democratic-Republicans won in 1800, the Federalists appointed “midnight judges” throughout the judiciary—and John Marshall as Chief Justice.

How spiraling affects feasibility is a question requiring disaggregation of reform, risk tolerance, and sober judgments. Observers favoring the move to exclusive court-packing, while facing terrified responses, have replied in two ways. They have either expressed simple tolerance of the disorderly threat of tit-for-tat expansion or claimed it has now become a necessary risk. The daring embrace the risk with equanimity, while the risk-averse do so as a matter of melancholy duty. Relegitimization, on this account, depends on norm breaking. If there is a risk of tolerating more norm breaking in response, it is tragic but unavoidable now. *New York Times* columnist Jamelle Bouie, in a high-profile court-packing endorsement, writes: “Yes, there’s the risk of escalation, the chance that Republicans respond in turn when they have the opportunity. There’s also the risk to legitimacy, to the idea of the courts as a neutral arbiter. But Trump and McConnell have already done that damage. Democrats might mitigate it, if they play hardball in return.”

Of course, fears of spiral are less serious to the extent one anticipates a durable electoral coalition, since the empire cannot strike back for a long time. The chance that it will do so falls in the long run, as an expanded bench becomes normal. Many radical changes have been baked into American politics and placed beyond contention through the blessings of time. But in a stalemated and un-realigned country, it hardly seems plausible to count on electoral durability to quiet fears of spiral sooner rather than later.

And it really does depend on whether all other reforms are as subject to escalatory spiral as court-packing clearly is. David Pozen has argued that, all other things being equal, reforms that cool the temperature of politics—“anti-

---

307. 5 U.S. 137 (1803).
309. Bouie, supra note 82.
“hardball”—are preferable to those that heat it up. And progressives have no trouble preferring reform that avoids the threat of overheated contention over the judiciary. They are committed to intensified partisan struggle, certainly, but this is anything but reducible to the pursuit of tit-for-tat over Supreme Court control. Indeed, their call for partisanship and even polarization in the country, in the exercise of power through the political branches, is mainly premised on the need to marginalize Supreme Court through reform. Disempowering reform may make the Supreme Court’s political role more apt to fluctuate, depending on elections, but not to spiral. With this understanding, our supplement to Pozen’s point is that disempowering reforms are systematically more likely to achieve their ends while also managing the risk of spiral. In fact, confronting the possibility of spiral, even if the risks involved do not justify “end-time worries,” is a decisive reason to prefer disempowering reforms, since they involve no such risks at all.

True, not all personnel reforms are as subject to spiraling as court-packing is. But if this is so, it is because they are faulty on other grounds. As we have discussed above, merit selection or partisan balance schemes strive to impose a permanent, centrist settlement between warring factions of American governance. If these proposals are more feasible in view of spiraling concerns, it is only because they are less feasible in general. And even these personnel reforms are imaginably subject to repetition. Aside from term-limitation, other personnel changes are faced with the objection that the other side can do them, interpreting institutional restoration in self-serving ways. Pozen’s example of an “anti-hardball” reform is making judicial nomination to the Supreme Court more regular and shifting long-serving justices to senior status. But as with other personnel reforms that preserve the power of the institution itself, it is open for the next electoral victors to proclaim the need for a further tweak. A shift to one set of experts to pick judges is apt to elicit the response that another might hypothetically serve better, and so forth. Term limitation by itself imposes no great risk of spiral (except that it could theoretically prompt a proposal for another adjustment of terms upwards or downwards). But, as we have argued above, it is a personnel reform that escapes the risk of spiral at the high price of minimal effects on judicial output.

By contrast, disempowering reforms are much more clearly immune to the risk of spiral, especially relative to the clear potential of personnel expansion to incur it. Depending on the jurisdiction-stripping statute terms, of course, a selective attempt to wrest some kinds of constitutional challenges from the Supreme Court or federal judiciary could invite the escalatory response of

---

312. See Pozen, supra note 310.
restoring those exclusions and swapping in new ones. For example, where Democrats attempted to immunize voting rights laws, Republicans might restore constitutional invalidation of those achievements only to strip jurisdiction over suits contesting religious establishment by local communities (as in the proposed Constitution Restoration Act of 2005). A universal strip that disempowered the Supreme Court from overturning federal legislation generally, however, is not subject to spiral in this way, for there is nowhere further to go. All that would remain is the fight over legislation itself, and the idea that legislators would subsequently choose to reestablish judicial review seems hardly likely.

A supermajority rule is even more exemplary of the non-spiraling virtue of disempowering reform. One could, of course, imagine spiraling proposals to adjust the voting threshold for decision up or down. But because the reform itself would have the effect of transferring power away from the Supreme Court to the legislature, the incentives to return to tweak are far less than in cases of personnel reform. Personnel reforms leave judicial power to capture, by any plausible or implausible argument that reform has not taken far enough, while disempowering ones resituate ongoing political struggle elsewhere.

CONCLUSION

Court reform is a debate about both means and ends. The conventional prevailing view is that we should use non-neutral means of reform that correct distortions in membership on the bench in order to achieve the neutral end of an apolitical Supreme Court. In opposition to this view, our argument has favored the neutral means of democratization, which shift power to whoever wins elections to determine the fate of the country, as the most plausible way to achieve non-neutral ends.

Of course, somebody else than progressives could win those elections, and constitute the political majorities to come. But if right-wing nationalists win, the country is already lost. And if a centrist coalition in either party prevails, they establish the outcome many court reformers hope to achieve through personnel reforms.

But the rightist and centrist outcomes are not the only possibilities. If a progressive coalition wins, it could take advantage of the power reassigned from

314. Note also that, were selective stripping to set off a spiral, the end result would be an otherwise desirable universal strip.
315. Even Jennifer Rubin, Washington Post columnist, recognizes its superiority on precisely this ground, after speaking with Laurence Tribe and citing his concerns about court-packing spiraling: “I’m not in favor of trying what FDR sought to do—and was rebuffed by the Democratic Senate for attempting,” Tribe told Rubin. “Obviously partisan Court-expansion to negate the votes of justices whose views a party detests and whose legitimacy the party doubts could trigger a tit-for-tat spiral that would endanger the Supreme Court’s vital role in stabilizing the national political and legal system.” Jennifer Rubin, Why Court-Packing Is a Really Bad Idea, WASH. POST (Mar. 19, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/03/19/why-court-packing-is-really-bad-idea/ [https://perma.cc/YS9G-KAJ6].
the Court to allow politics to redeem the country—something that no court, let alone our Supreme Court, will ever do.